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TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF, HOW DID YOU REACH THERE?
After graduating in computer sciences in 2004, I joined Maison Consulting as a fresh graduate and 
in fact that worked as a catalyst in transforming my personality and professional career till today. 
I started off my journey as a software developer and now heading global operations in Maison 
which was possible only due to the mission behind building the company of creating more and 
more nurtured resources and leaders who can contribute towards the complete IT ecosystem of 
partners and customers. Our nurtured employees’ ownership culture is a key element in my 
success which ensures whoever performs will be the part of the company in a longer run. I was 
very blessed throughout my career that we managed to have a customer obsessed and customer 
centric team who was aligned with our vision. I consider myself as one of my biggest competitors 
for SWOT analysis.

Maison’ philosophy of believing that success start with people and ends on people, but we need 
to ensure right person at the right place and to have right culture for those people which was 
inspiring and motivating for me to perform in different capacities. Finally, Mr. Sultan Hamdani has 
always been phenomenal in providing mentorship to me along with empowerment from my 
recruitment interview till today. In life, you must face many problems but giving up was not always 
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in my books.

WHAT IS YOUR VISION & FOCUS AREAS YOU ARE WORKING ON?
One of the visions which are working on and contributing as well is to convert our country’s huge 
population (220+ Millions) into talented population which can really turnaround us globally as a 
country in terms of exports and human development. I personally feel that as a country we are 
way behind in the Tech sector, but we have a great opportunity ahead as a company and as a 
country, 65% of the population are under the age of 30 in Pakistan. We need to innovate sectors 
like e-commerce, blockchain, artificial intelligence.

I am proud that we are leading the pathways of specialized Microsoft technology stack. Maison’ 
key focus area is to provide digital transformation to valued customers as a trusted advisor by 
engaging their customers, empowering employees, optimizing business and transforming 
products. Our main focus from day one has been the strong strategic partnership with Microsoft 
to implement its business solutions for Financials, Supply Chain Management, Manufacturing, 
Retail, Sales & Marketing solutions in 50 + vertical industries so far. Microsoft Dynamics 365 
unifies CRM and ERP capabilities into applications that work seamlessly together across the 
organization. 

WHY CLOUD HAS BEEN CHOSEN AS PREFERRED AREA OF WORKING?
Yes, it’s a million-dollar question that almost every prospect and customer ask us or think before 
opting the cloud solutions.  In recent years, there has been a trend in business software towards 
software as a service (SaaS) model. Most major business software vendors, ERP or otherwise, 
have begun offering their locally installed products in a cloud hosted version to provide additional 
flexibility. When deploying a cloud-based software, there is no need for a local server or other 
network hardware, as data is managed and processed on a secure off-site server. Depending on 
the size of the deployment, this can significantly reduce the initial cost. This can make a cloud 
solution a better choice for small and medium size businesses with less capital, well-maintained 
secure environments and easy to scale.

Although, Maison Consulting is delivering many customers in cloud but still we believe Pakistan 
market is not getting the pace of adopting cloud like it has been done in middle east or our 
neighboring countries. I personally believe that there are many myths, or I should say mispercep-
tions about the security of data, internet bandwidth. Maison Consulting is putting a lot of efforts 
in advocating cloud hosted solutions across all national ICT forums. We are trying hard to 
convince international cloud hosting providers to have subscription pricing in PKR due to the 
exchange rate fluctuations in our country for making their cloud solutions economically viable.
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“Tech is the new sustainable, if any company, nation, 
department or organization wants to stay afloat, 
embracing technology is not only important, it is 
obligatory, otherwise it is a sinking ship.”

Says Samad Saleem, CEO DigiTrends

DO YOU BELIEVE PAKISTAN IS ON ITS PATH 
TO DIGITALIZATION? IF SO, HOW? AND WHAT 
STEPS CAN BE TAKEN TO HASTEN THIS 
PROGRESS? 
I believe, every country, enterprise or an organization is 
already on its path to digitalization, however, how far 
they have travelled, is all that makes a difference. 
Pakistan is already on this journey, there is no refuting 
this fact, we are on the way, but not doing enough to be irresolute in this path. Technology as an acquisition is deemed 
indispensable by the world, which is Pakistan it still is a matter of choice.  We have to pace up significantly, achieve all the 
milestones as a nation, at a breakneck speed, otherwise, all our efforts will be in vain. To digitally transform Pakistan, we 
need micro steps at the ground level and overarching reforms on a structural level, to pursue digitalization, that has sadly 
been lying on the backburner for a longer time than it should have been. 

WHEN YOU SAY MICRO STEPS, WHAT EXACTLY CAN THOSE BE? ON WHAT LEVEL CAN THOSE STEPS 
BE IMPLEMENTED AND EXECUTED?
Micro-steps can be set of small, prolonged and interminable initiatives which are transformative on the bigger canvas of 
national milestones. These will have to be integrated in the existing structures, take for example introduction of PHP 
programs in high schools, which has already been implemented in various developing countries, and has been successful 
by many accounts, can be a worthy investment in Pakistan as well. Such initiatives will not require a complete overhaul of 
the systems in place, which honestly is not feasible neither practical, rather they will be integrated as part of compulsory 
education and will add immense value to the system in place. 

TALKING ABOUT EMPOWERING HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS, PAKISTAN IS BELIEVED TO BE ONE OF THE 
YOUNGEST COUNTRIES, DO YOU THINK THIS CAN BECOME A WORTHY ASSET IN DIGITALLY TRANS-
FORMING THE COUNTRY? A POPULATION OF 220 MILLION, TEEMING WITH YOUNG ADULTS, CAN 
THAT ADD VALUE TO THIS NATIONAL JOURNEY TOWARDS DIGITALIZATION? WHAT ROLE CAN 
DIGITRENDS PLAY IN THIS REGARD? 
Yes, our youth surely is an asset, only if we maximize on this strength. Youth is more likely to embrace innovation-a statisti-
cally proven fact-compared to the preceding generation. Our role in this domain is reflective in one of the core visions of 
the company; empowering and enabling the youth. We have taken several initiatives to stay true to our pledge. We have 
been engaging with some of the best incubation centers in Pakistan, the aim is to empower and enable young minds from 
underprivileged background, to bring forward their worthy ideas, and we along with their universities help them 
transforming ideas into reality. In the same line, we have established Digital Ventures, a company that helps start-up early 
on, by providing them necessary technological skills and support. We have also collaborated with renowned Pakistani 
universities and not for profit organizations such as Saylani welfare to accommodate bright minds who can be trained and 
carry forward this journey of digitally transforming Pakistan. 

INTERVIEW
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BEING A CEO OF A COMPANY THAT IS A LEADER AND A PIONEER IN PROVIDING DIGITAL SOLUTIONS TO DIFFER-
ENT INDUSTRIES, DO YOU BELIEVE THAT PAKISTAN IS DOING ENOUGH IN INVESTING FUTURISTIC TECHNOLO-
GIES?
In Pakistan, startups get significantly low government support in the technology sector. A recent comparison gives an insight to the 
burgeoning gap between the hefty funds and subsidies received by the textile, export, and other sectors and the diminutive funds allocat-
ed for technology sector. The indicators are indeed concerning, If the government provides the much-needed support to the tech 
industry of Pakistan, this country can produce massive experts and we can promote ourselves as tech geniuses of the future. Another 
snag coming in the way of Pakistan in becoming a technology advanced country, is the limited accessibility. Pakistan has still to make 
headways in ensuring internet access in all the regions. If 5G is available in all zones of the country and people have access and 
understanding of internet at each level, Pakistan can see its blooming future in the top digital countries of the world.  

IN PAKISTAN THERE IS A HIGH RATE OF BUSINESS FAILURES? ON THE FACE OF IT, THERE ARE MULTITUDES OF 
START-UPS IN DIFFERENT DOMAINS, YET ONE SEES THAT VERY SMALL AMOUNT OF THOSE STARTUPS TRANS-
FORM INTO FLOURISHING BUSINESSES, CAN YOU, BEING THE CEO OF AN ESTABLISHED TECH FIRM POINT OUT 
THE ROOT CAUSE OF THIS PERVASIVE ISSUE? 
Mainly businesses fail as they start with minimal knowledge of any one aspect. To prosper a business one needs to have a 360-degree 
familiarity of all fields including consumer, accounts, logistics, software, and technology. The best way to handle this issue is either 
partnering up with domain experts or hiring people of all fields who can cater to their expert area hurdles for the startup. Young individu-
als also miscalculate in this regard, they have the idea but lack the overall logic of nurturing a business. Another reason that is adding 
fuel to the boom-and-bust cycles of business growth is setting high market values before launch. This creates a hype that cannot be 
sustained later on which in turn reduces consumer trust, leading to business failures.  

While having a big dream is encouraged, keeping a realistic approach toward one’s business is paramount. With startup setup support, 
we help young entrepreneurs to build their vision into a brand that can stand in today’s globally competitive market. 

LAST BUT NOT THE LEAST, HOW DID DIGITRENDS MANAGED TO STAY AFLOAT DURING THE GLOBAL PANDEMIC? 
DIGITRENDS NOT ONLY SUSTAINED THE PANDEMIC THAT IMPERILED SOME OF THE MAJOR BUSINESSES 
ACROSS THE WORLD BUT FLOURISHED DURING THIS TIME? HOW IS THAT?
For years, I have been influenced by the need for digitalizing the healthcare sector in Pakistan, but businesses in Pakistan have a tenden-
cy to retain their traditional ways, there was a general averseness in embracing technology wholly, this established set of attitudes 
changed when a lock down was in place. The pandemic and the concomitant locking of people in their households gave the necessary 
impetus to our businesses, embracing technology was not a choice by then it became a necessity, a life-support for businesses.  
Pakistani pharmaceuticals giants were forced to abide by the change. Overnight, the structure of the Pakistani pharmaceutical industry 
had undergone a massive change brought by the theory of necessity, and we had a high influx of orders. 

Digitrends was already a top-most MCM among pharmaceutical clientele in Pakistan. Hence, all leading pharmaceuticals were seeking 
our services in multichannel engagements like webinars, SOP portals, and telemedicine long before Covid arrived. We were lucky that 
had in our system some degree of preparedness to COVID, as we had been been developing digital channels internationally and working 
for digital health, remotely. Our prime goal, unlike many other software houses, was to cater all clients efficiently while working from 
home. Our experts worked remotely collaborating on teamwork day in and out. We were able to facilitate doctors in terms of remote 
patient monitoring, knowledge-based webinars, and telemedicine. Digitrends was equipped to face the challenge and we are proud to 
state that we were able to save the Pakistani pharmaceutical and overall healthcare industry from the endangerment COVID posed to 
many other businesses.   

INTERVIEW
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DO YOU THINK, FOR SMALL BUSINESSES, COLLABORATION IS THE KEY?
Collaboration is key in building strong stakeholder relationships which allows organizations, 
teams and individual employees to support each other and thrive! And it all starts with building, 
fostering and cultivating an inclusive, collaborative environment. When everybody comes togeth-
er and works as one, workflows become smoother, tasks can be achieved quicker and effectively, 
healthy relationships can be formed, and productivity can be improved.

WHAT IS THE IMPORTANCE OF DATA FOR BUSINESSES?
Business data can help form the backbone of an organization's customer service efforts and help 
a business learn more about customer desires, complaints and business operations. Good data 
is the foundation of any efficient operation. Without it, you can’t forecast, plan or track your 
business performance in the long term that ultimately affects its success. Data helps support 
decision-making with real-time information that saves time and money.

WHAT IS TALENT DEVELOPMENT?
Talent development is a series of processes designed to motivate, grow, and retain members of 
your workforce. As a sub-category of performance management, talent development is frequent-
ly used to help companies uncover hidden talent within their organization and empower high-po-
tential employees to grow inside the business. Talent development goes beyond training and 
includes on-the-job learning opportunities such as shadowing and mentoring.

CEO - LEMON COMMUNICATIONSIPSUM 
SYED ASHRAF MAHMOOD



Chinese internet giant Tencent Holdings’ non-fungible token (NFT) platform Huanhe will no longer release digital 
collectibles to the public, as regulatory scrutiny of NFTs mounts in the country.

The Shenzhen-based company said that Huanhe, officially launched early last August, will no longer release new 
NFTs to users from Tuesday. 

But the company said that owners of existing collectibles will still be able to hold, display or request a refund for their 
possessions.

“Based on the company’s consideration to focus on its core strategy, Huanhe is making adjustments to its 
business,” Tencent said in a statement.

Huanhe is one of the biggest NFT platforms in China, with new collectibles often sold out instantly upon launch.

The move marks a major retreat by Tencent from the NFT market, which has come under increased scrutiny from 
Chinese regulators. 

Digital collectibles in the form of NFTs have become popular around the world in recent years, in large part thanks 
to an active if not highly speculative secondary market.

After state media repeatedly highlighted issues around NFT speculation in the country, tech giants including Tencent 
and Ant Group in June signed a pact to stop the secondary trading of digital collectibles and “self-regulate” their 
activities in the market.

The potential shutdown of Huanhe was first reported by Chinese media last month. In its statement, Tencent did not 
elaborate on what will happen to the Huanhe brand.

Chinese tech giants have trodden carefully with their NFT platforms within mainland China. Most domestic platforms 
mostly avoid the wording NFT, opting to describe them as “digital collectibles” instead in a bid to distance them from 
cryptocurrencies, which are banned in China.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates. 

https://cxonews.live/tencents-nft-platform-huanhe-stops-sales/ 
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Popular video-sharing platform YouTube will reportedly allow users to subscribe to other streaming services 
through a ‘Channel Store’, mimicking similar moves by Amazon Prime Video and Apple TV.

In a report by the Wall Street Journal,

the video streaming platform is “planning to launch an online store for streaming video services. And it has renewed talks 
with entertainment companies about participating in the platform.”

The ‘Channel Store’ expected to launch in early fall. After a year and a half of work done by YouTube on the project.

YouTube TV has already had this capability for HBO, AMC+, Showtime, and many others. However, the service will 
only be available in the United States, while the company is aiming to expand globally.

The platform is already pitching the idea to investors saying the ‘Channel Store’ would offer great marketing for streaming 
services through trailers of shows or movies free on YouTube, easily attracting consumers to pay to subscribe to the service.

YouTube has consistently been the best video platform with a simple infrastructure for the website and the app.

YouTube is an American online video sharing and social media platform headquartered in San Bruno, California. It launched 
on February 14, 2005, by Steve Chen, Chad Hurley, and Jawed Karim. It is currently owned by Google, and is the second most 
visited website, after Google Search.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates. 

https://cxonews.live/channel-store-connects-streaming-services/ 
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Southeast Asia-focused cryptocurrency exchange Zipmex had filed for bankruptcy protection in Singapore, becoming the 
latest victim of the global downturn in digital currencies.

Singapore-based Zipmex resumed withdrawals last week, a day after suspending them on July 20, and said it was 
working to address its exposure of $53 million to crypto lenders Babel Finance and Celsius.

Zipmex’s solicitors submitted five applications on July 22; seeking moratoriums to prohibit legal proceedings against Zipmex 
for up to six months.

The cryptocurrency exchange said.

Under Singapore law, such a filing grants companies an automatic moratorium for 30 days; or until a Singapore Court 
decides on the application, whichever is earlier.

Zipmex operates in Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia, and Australia. According to its website, it is the latest in a string of crypto 
players globally to run into difficulties; following a sharp sell-off in markets that started in May with the collapse of two paired 
tokens, Luna and TerraUSD.

Furthermore, Thailand’s Securities and Exchange Commission said

It was working with law enforcement to look into potential losses among the public after Zipmex temporarily suspended 
withdrawals.

Singapore’s ambitious cryptocurrency sector, by some measures Asia-Pacific’s largest, has also been shaken by the recent 
collapse of crypto fund Three Arrows Capital.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates. 

https://cxonews.live/crypto-platform-zipmex-files-for-bankruptcy/ 
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WORKSHACK PARTNERS WITH GARAJ, JAZZ CLOUD
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Workshack was recently launched in Islamabad to accelerate women’s empowerment across the region.

Pakistan’s first female-led coworking space ‘Workshack’ was recently launched in Islamabad to accelerate women’s 
empowerment across the region.

This coworking opportunity is created by the Managing Director Parvin Khudadad, a single mother and an educationist for 
more than 30 years, and the CEO Tooba Saad Khan, an active Board Member of Industries Private Limited and Ex-HR team 
member at the US Embassy Employees Association.

A range of amenities such as free internet, free tea & coffee, electricity with backup, daycare, valet parking, TIA-R 3 Cloud 
Solution, health coverage up to Rs. 500,000 per annum per user, corporate & b2b solutions, shuttle service, rooftop cafeteria, 
dedicated cloud support team, and 24/7 surveillance & security are housed within the space.

While availing of these facilities, women will find a networked community of other ambitious women with like-minded goals.

Reflecting upon the need for women’s empowerment, the Managing Director, Parvin Khudadad, commented, “As a single 
independent mother, I could foresee that the restrictions associated with working women and the challenges they encounter 
won’t be that simple.”

“Therefore, I always wanted to create such a space for them where they could pursue their businesses and startups smooth-
ly,” she added. Emphasizing the significance of women’s development in Pakistani society, the CEO of the foundation, Tooba 
Saad Khan, stated, “Being a mother of a toddler, I always wished to start something of my own after my baby.”

“The strenuous work routine and time constraints led me to conceptualize the idea of a co-working space where mothers 
and women like me could work stress-free and have no barriers to entry,” she added. At the opening ceremony, the Chief 
Business Officer of Jazz, Ali Naseer, said “Jazz has partnered with Workshack to provide Garaj Services for the female-led 
startups involved in the co-working space.”

“With organizations shifting to a more hybrid model, co-working spaces can provide extensive networking opportunities, fuel 
innovation and deliver a safe space for entrepreneurs where they can network, learn and boost their businesses,” he added.

Sardar Abubakar, Chief Finance & Digital Officer and SEVP of Mobilink Microfinance Bank, said, “Ecstatic that Workshack is 
catering to the needs of female entrepreneurs and budding startups through dedicated co-working spaces & business 
solutions. Great focus, & innovation potential.”

https://cxonews.live/workshack-partners-with-garaj-jazz-cloud/ 
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With the help of this cooperation, tabiyat.pk hopes to offer delivery throughout Pakistan.

TCS, the top logistics and courier firm in Pakistan and MEDZnMORE just signed a contract. TCS has been the 
startup’s strategic logistical partner for delivery throughout Pakistan as a result of this agreement.

Asad Khan, CEO of MEDZnMORE, and Fakhar Ahmed Khan, Chief Commercial Officer of TCS, signed the contract. The collabo-
ration event was held in the MEDZnMORE office in Karachi, and key officials from both companies were present.

With the help of this cooperation, tabiyat.pk hopes to offer delivery throughout Pakistan, furthering its goal of transforming 
healthcare for the country’s 220 million residents.

The online store has also previously collaborated with Getz Pharma, GSK, Shield, and Mothercare to offer a wide range of 
products to its clients.

The premier health-tech startup MEDZnMORE, which operates tabiyat.pk, was formed with the goal of revolutioniz-
ing healthcare in Pakistan by making access to high-quality care simple.

The internet store, which was established in 2020, has helped clients from all around Pakistan. Furthermore, to efficiently 
meet operating objectives, they have extensively invested in establishing purpose-built, temperature-controlled warehouses 
throughout Pakistan.

The startup had raised $11.5 million in its pre-series A round, making it Pakistan’s biggest investment in health technology.

In addition to working with the top producers, tabiyat.pk has a number of projects in the works. To provide its audience with 
easier access to healthcare items.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates.

https://cxonews.live/medznmore-and-tcs-team-up-for-deliveries-throughout-pakistan/ 

MEDZNMORE AND TCS TEAM UP FOR
DELIVERIES THROUGHOUT PAKISTAN
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DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES ACCESS
IS MUST FOR WOMEN
EMPOWERMENT

FAYSAL BANK LIMITED (FBL)
ENTERS INTO PARTNERSHIP
WITH PAKISTAN FREELANCERS
ASSOCIATION

“Digitalisation is changing how we experience our world. Unfortu-
nately, not every woman experiences this transformation. Global-
ly, men are 21% more likely to be online than women, it rises to 
52% in low-income countries,” said Sharmeela Rassool, Country 
Representative, UN Women Pakistan.

“This disparity has to change now. Ensuring women and girls 
have equal access to and use of digital technologies is central 
to their economic empowerment and therefore imperative to 
develop and build empowered societies,” 

Rassool said while speaking at an event organized by the 
women-led not-for-profit tech startup CIRCLE, in collaboration with 
L’Oréal, to celebrate the Digital Literacy Program graduates in 
Karachi.

State Bank of Pakistan Deputy Governor Sima Kamil was the guest 
of honor at the event. Which aimed to promote and encourage 
exemplary women; driven to change the course of their future by 
learning new skills under the Digital Literacy Program.

“I am truly inspired by the stories shared by the graduates of the 
Digital Literacy Program about their journey; and the positive 
impact of the program towards their personal and financial 
empowerment,” Sima said. “The State Bank of Pakistan is also 
proud to be working towards notable initiatives to ensure econom-
ic empowerment and financial inclusion of women in Pakistan.”

The Digital Literacy Program; initially designed and piloted under 
the pandemic with the support of UN Women in 2021. As many as 
1,680 women in 30 cities across Pakistan have trained. While it 
targets to train 5,000 women all over Pakistan by the end of 2022.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates. 

h t t p s : / / c x o n e w s . l i v e / d i g i t a l - t e c h n o l o g i e s - a c -
cess-is-must-for-women-empowerment/ 

Faysal Bank Limited (FBL) enters into partnership with Pakistan 
Freelancers Association to facilitate the freelancer community.
Faysal Bank Limited (FBL) enters into partnership with 
Pakistan Freelancers Association to facilitate the freelancer 
community by providing Shariah Compliant digital financial 
solutions and capacity building for freelancers.

The partnership initiated since the inception of the Pakistan 
Freelancers Association (PAFLA), a non-profit organization founded 
to empower Pakistani freelancers, covers joint mentorship 
programs, seminars, webinars, conferences, professional training 
events, and certification courses on financial literacy, alongside 
facilitating Freelancers and start-ups to reach out to FBL for their 
needs of digital financial services.

FBL Head Corporate and Investment Banking, Ali Waqar said “FBL 
has been at the forefront of digital Pakistan initiative. To 
support freelancers, we were the first commercial bank in 
Pakistan to join the Global Network of Payoneer, facilitating 
freelancers and companies in receiving payments via home 
remittance channels. Moreover, our recent collation with 
Punjab Information Technology Board (PITB) is also a 
testament to the ongoing efforts to support endeavors and 
activities of mutual interest for the facilitation of freelanc-
ers.”

“FBL has launched Burraq Digital Freelancer Account (Islamic), 
which has opened door to a host of banking services, including 
consumer finance and related payment services.

FBL has actively participated in multiple events organized to 
support the digital technology, youth empowerment, and freelanc-
ing ecosystem,” Aneeq Malik, Head of Consumer Finance and 
Payment Services, FBL added. Ibrahim Amin, Co-Founder and 
Chairman of PAFLA commented “We are honored to have a 
banking partner like FBL, this collaboration is a key enabler for the 
Digital Pakistan initiative, enabling digital financial services for the 
growing gig economy. Through this collaboration, both the 
organizations would continue to extend their digital services to the 
masses and therefore contribute to the country’s most extensive 
digital initiative.”

https://cxonews.live/faysal-bank-limited-fbl-enters-in-
to-partnership-with-pakistan-freelancers-association/ 
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Snapchat is releasing a new supervision tool for parents 
as a part of their child safety efforts. The company said 
that the tool will mimic how parents and teenagers 
interact in the real world.

The ‘Family Center’ hub will allow parents and guardians 
to keep a check on teenagers and who they’re chatting 
with on Snapchat, without disclosing any content of the 
messages sent.

The guardian and child must accept the Family Center 
invites before the tool is activated for both parties.

The guardians will be able to view their child’s friends list 
and a list of accounts they’ve interacted with over the 
last seven days. They will also be able to report any 
accounts to Snap’s Trust and Safety Team.

In its blog post, the company said, “Our goal was to 
create a set of tools designed to reflect the dynamics of 
real-world relationships and foster collaboration and 
trust between parents and teens. The app will roll out 
more features for the Family Center in the upcoming 
weeks with additional control tools for parents and 
guardians.

The parental controls come after concerns grew over 
child safety on social media, once Facebook Whistleblow-
er, France Haugen, revealed how Meta Platforms could 
harm young users.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the 
latest updates. 

InterApp, Pakistan’s first augmented reality (AR) startup, 
said that it raised $1.2 million in a pre-seed funding 
round.

According to a press release, the purpose of the funding 
by a US-based capital firm was to “make AR a necessary 
consumer tool and an opportunity for creators to sell 
their NFT (non-fungible token) on the InterApp market-
place that is currently in beta phase.”

The press release said that

InterApp changes how people interact with print designs 
by making them “live using AR in real time”. Creators can 
turn their designs into NFT and make them interactive 
with zero coding experience, the statement added.

InterApp said its vision was to bridge the gap between 
the digital and physical realms in the consumer industry. 
Adding that the investment would be used to boost 
marketing efforts and acquire 10% of the total address-
able market within a year.

“The value this project can bring to brands and consum-
ers can be a game-changing improvement. This step 
marks it as a landmark in the venture capital landscape 
of the digital world.”

Ahmed Malik, Ali Ahmed, Jameel Qureshi, and William 
Class are the founders of the startup. And it is based out 
of Lahore and Austin.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest 
updates. 

h t t p s : / / c x o n e w s . l i v e / i n t e r a p p - r a i s -
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Both businesses have aligned to make efforts to provide innovative, user-friendly, and reliable digital cash management solutions.

SWYFT and Bank Alfalah have partnered strategically to provide digital cash management solutions.

For digital cash management solutions, Swyft Logistics and Bank Alfalah Limited, one of the top private banks in Pakistan have joined 
hands. Both partners are really eager to embark on this journey.

Mr. Muhammad Uns, CEO of Swyft Logistics, and Faisal Rauf, Head of the Government Payments and Corporate Solutions Division, 
signed the contract.

Swyft is a renowned, technologically advanced provider of last-mile e-Parcel delivery services, primarily serving the fashion, electronics, 
and personal care sectors. Swyft wants to link people in ways that are unimaginable and redefine logistics in Pakistan. Innovation, the 
creation of technologies, and processes are what they prioritize.

Moreover, Swyft is able to deliver on its commitment to offer the best service thanks to its extensive distribution network and compre-
hensive solutions for all logistics issues.

With the partnership, both businesses have aligned to make efforts to provide innovative, user-friendly, and reliable digital 
cash management solutions.

One of Pakistan’s biggest private banks, Bank Alfalah has over 700 branches spread throughout more than 200 cities, as well as offices 
abroad in Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bahrain, and the United Arab Emirates. The Abu Dhabi Group is the owner and operator of the Bank. 
Furthermore, in 2014, the Bank joined with the World Bank’s International Finance Corporation (IFC), which now owns a 15% share in 
Bank Alfalah.

Through a wide range of goods and services, including corporate and investment banking, consumer banking and credit, securities 
brokerage, commercial, SME, agri-finance, Islamic, and asset financing. The Bank offers financial solutions to individuals, businesses, 
institutions, and governments.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates.

https://cxonews.live/bank-alfalah-partners-with-swyft-logistics-to-drive-digital-cash-management-solutions/ 
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TO DRIVE DIGITAL CASH MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS



medIQ Smart Healthcare has partnered with Paymob to enable seamless payments for healthcare services 
and to give the convenience of payments with several integrated payment methods.

Dr. Saira Siddique, CEO and founder of medIQ, and Fawad Abdul Kader, Paymob Country Manager in Islamabad, 
signed the contract. Chief Product Development Officer, Jawwad Rizvi; Chief Marketing and Customer Experience 
Officer, Osama Qayyum Janjua; Chief Commercial Officer, Zubair Ishaque, and Partnerships at Paymob, Hassan 
Awan were in attendance as representatives of both businesses.

Using a variety of fintech solutions, such as accepting online and offline payments, sending payments, and manag-
ing their finances, Paymob, a leading omnichannel financial technology enabler, helps SME merchants in Pakistan, 
the Middle East, and North Africa expand their companies.

With the goal of bridging the gap between patients and healthcare providers, medIQ Smart Healthcare is a pioneer 
in Pakistan in offering comprehensive outdoor patient healthcare solutions.

Together, medIQ and Paymob want to encourage everyone in Pakistan to have access to high-quality healthcare that 
is also affordable.

Furthermore, the innovative partnership between medIQ and Paymob aims to promote financial inclusion and pave 
the door for quick payment acceptance for everyone’s healthcare expenses.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates.

https://cxonews.live/mediq-and-paymob-collaborate-to-make-healthcare-payments-simple-and-effortless/ 
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MEDIQ AND PAYMOB COLLABORATE TO MAKE
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Google has finally introduced Career Certifications in Pakistan, with the official launch of the initiative taking place 
earlier today.

The search engine giant launched these career certifications under its Grow With Google program back in 2020. 
Now, 2 years later, the program is finally available in Pakistan.

The initiative has been made possible with the support of the Institute of Rural Management (IRM), the country’s 
largest capacity-building and training institute, and Ignite, a state-owned company that operates digital skills training 
programs.

Enrolled individuals are required to allocate 10 hours for study every week to complete the following certifications in 
six months.
• IT Support
• Project Management
• UX Design
• Data Analysis
• IT Automation
• Digital Marketing and E-Commerce

These courses will be taught on Coursera, a US-based open online course provider founded by Stanford 
University in 2012. Interested candidates can initially enroll for a 7-day full access free trial, after that they’ll 
have to either pay a monthly fee or avail of financial aid to complete the entire course and obtain a 
certificate.

The certificates of IT Support, UX Design, Project Management, and Data Analytics courses cost $14 per month on 
Coursera. Besides, IRM and Ignite will also provide scholarships to deserving/needy students, allowing them to 
acquire certificates for absolutely free.

In an official statement, Google said Pakistan is rapidly coming online, with over 57% of the population connected to 
the internet. This shows a change in behaviors, and it is impacting the skills and knowledge required to succeed in 
the emerging digital economy.

Moreover, with Google Career Certificates, enrolled individuals will be able to prepare for a new career in a 
high-growth area in under 6 months, with no experience required, the statement added.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates. 

https://cxonews.live/google-launches-career-certifications-in-pakistan/ 
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Leading Pakistani businesses in the public and private sectors are currently receiving digital solutions from SAP

The German IT corporation SAP intends to establish a software development center in Pakistan with the 
goal of offering various capacity-building courses to thousands of Pakistani students.

Saquib Ahmad, the country managing director for SAP, revealed to a group of journalists that the business was 
working to secure regulatory approval to open a software development center in Pakistan.

He is confident that SAP will win clearance from several organizations by the end of the year, which is a crucial step 
in establishing the software development company intended to give students and professionals job chances by 
offering them training in in-demand industries.

Facebook, which established innovation labs at LUMs in 2019, and Google launched a Gaming Growth Lab in 
Pakistan, a virtual program, designed to support emerging mobile-gaming enterprises to expand their offerings and 
grow their businesses. Simultaneously, various international social media and IT companies have established their 
educational units in Pakistan in recent years.

Moreover, leading Pakistani businesses in the public and private sectors are currently receiving digital solutions from 
SAP, helping them to grow more quickly. According to him, it has collaborated with top IT firms in Pakistan including 
Systems Limited, IBM, and Siemens to use SAP.

“SAP has shown to be the success element in allowing them with expansion and efficiency towards fulfilling targets 
and broadening the horizon,” said industries manufacturing household goods, the automobile and energy 
industries, education networks, pharmaceuticals, and textile centers. Furthermore, the list of clients for SAP 
Pakistan, he continued, ranges from conglomerates to Small and Medium Enterprises, and SAP is prepared to offer 
a specially designed solution to combine the needs and improve them for the desired vision.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates.

https://cxonews.live/sap-german-it-company-to-open-software-development-house-in-pakistan/ 
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SAP, GERMAN IT COMPANY TO OPEN SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT HOUSE IN PAKISTAN



Google acquired AI avatar startup, Alter, which offers a tech stack to developers that helps to create avatar 
systems.

According to TechCrunch, the company was founded as Facemoji and raised $3 million last year from a seed round, 
led by Play Ventures, with participation from Twitter and Roosh Ventures.

After Apple’s Memoji, Alter aimed to offer game developers a chance to build their avatar systems without plugins 
into different networks.

With SDK (software development kits), the startup offered a real-time 3D avatar system with features including facial 
motion capture, similar to the 3D-style avatars in the TikTok app.

Founded in 2017 by Alter founders CEO Robin Raszka and Jon Slimak, Alter enables users, especially Gen Z, to create 
incredibly customizable avatars that allow for more creative “digital expression” and also allows users to “be whoever 
you want to be.”

In 2021, Alter received funding from Twitter. The startup raised about $3 million in a seed round with additional 
backing from Play Ventures, Twitter, and Roosh Ventures.

“Avatars are the future of how we connect online, but avatar tech is still where payments were in 2009 before Stripe 
came along. It’s costly, slow, and hard to build next-gen digital spaces, awesome-looking 3D content from scratch 
that doesn’t come with a clumsy user experience,” Raszka said following the fundraise. He also added, “we are 
changing that and opening new possibilities for the next generation of developers and creators.”

Google is ambitiously competing against the 
popular China-based social platform with 
better content after the company’s spokes-
man confirmed the acquisition took place 
two months ago.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for 
all the latest updates. 

https://cxonews.live/google-acquires-al-
ter-for-100m/ 
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Facebook whistleblower Frances Haugen is launching a nonprofit organization. That will seek solutions to harms created by social 
media, she said.

The former product manager at Facebook, since renamed Meta Platforms (META.O), made headlines last year after coming out as the 
source of thousands of leaked internal documents, which she said detailed the social media company’s failures to protect teen girls on 
Instagram and clamp down on vaccine misinformation.

Facebook has consistently said it disagrees with Haugen’s characterization.

Her nonprofit, Beyond the Screen, will create an open database to document ways that Big Tech companies are failing their “ethical 
obligations to society” and outline possible solutions, according to a press release.

It will partner with Project Liberty, an organization working to build a new operating protocol for social networking, and Common-Sense 
Media, which advocates for safe media content for kids.

Meta Platforms, Inc., doing business as Meta and formerly named Facebook, Inc., and TheFacebook, Inc., is an American multinational 
technology conglomerate based in Menlo Park, California. The company owns Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp, among other 
products and services. Meta is one of the world’s most valuable companies. It is considered one of the Big Five American information 
technology companies, alongside Alphabet, Amazon, Apple, and Microsoft.

Meta’s products and services include Facebook, Messenger, Facebook Watch, and Meta Portal. It has also acquired Oculus, Giphy, 
Mapillary, Kustomer, Presize and has a 9.99% stake in Jio Platforms. In 2021, the company generated 97.5% of its revenue from the sale 
of advertising.

In October 2021, the parent company changed its name from Facebook, Inc., to Meta Platforms, Inc. Its purpose was to “reflect its focus 
on building the metaverse”. According to Meta, the “metaverse” refers to the integrated environment that links all of the company’s 
products and services.

https://cxonews.live/facebook-whistleblower-launches-npo/ 
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EVAM announced that its deployment at Jazz has been completed successfully. With this partnership, Jazz, Pakistan’s number one 4G 
operator and the largest internet and broadband service provider utilized EVAM to improve and personalize customer interactions and 
services for its more than 75 million customers.

The partnership will enable Jazz to better manage its customer relations through a next-generation digital approach, maintaining the 
same level of engagement across all channels including digital or face-to-face, and increase operational efficiency.

“Our ambition is to become a next-gen enterprise, by leveraging best-in-class technologies in this ever-changing digital landscape, to 
provide our customers with a unique experience. This is the driving force for our partnership with EVAM,” said Kazim Mujtaba, Chief Data 
& Strategy Officer of Jazz.

EVAM CEO Bülent Demirkurt stated,

“As a leading MarTech company, we are very proud and excited to see 
that our efforts have paid off. We are excited to help Jazz create 
real-time personalized customer journeys for its millions of end users.”

EVAM processes real-time data and designs. And it orchestrates customer 
journeys visually with advanced analytical models, machine learning, and 
artificial intelligence algorithms.

One platform for individualized, cross-channel customer experiences. EVAM 
enables enterprises to engage their customers using their data across all 
channels, including legacy ones, in real time.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates. 

https://cxonews.live/evam-jazz-join-hands/ 
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As the biggest digital bank in the nation, MMBL stays on top of its game thanks to a focus on the customer and responsible 
business practices.

Global digital operator VEON Ltd. (NASDAQ: VEON, Euronext Amsterdam: VEON), which offers converged 
connectivity and services, today announces that its Pakistani operator Mobilink Microfinance Bank has 
launched three significant initiatives to support farmers and financially empower female entrepreneurs in 
the nation. The largest digital bank in Pakistan is Mobilink Microfinance Bank Ltd. (MMBL), which is the 
financial services division of VEON. The three Mobilink Microfinance Bank projects consist of low-cost 4G 
phones for clients packaged with the bank’s online banking application. An e-commerce service for female 
business owners, and an agriculture consultancy service for Pakistani farmers.

To encourage underprivileged population groups to participate in the digital economy, Mobilink Microfinance Bank 
(MMBL) is offering low-cost 4G phones to its customers. The heavily discount-
ed Digit 4G phones, which are geared toward female entrepreneurs, will have 
the pre-installed digital banking program MMBL DOST, which will let users 
send and receive money, pay bills, and access a wide range of other digital 
banking services.The largest e-commerce platform in Pakistan, Daraz, and 
Mobilink Microfinance Bank have teamed together. To encourage and upskill 
female brick-and-mortar business owners to go online and broaden their 
consumer reach throughout the nation.

PRESS RELEASES
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VEON & MOBILINK
MICROFINANCE BANK
PROMOTES PROGRAMMES
TO DRIVE ECONOMIC
PROSPERITY IN PAKISTAN



Despite making up approximately half of Pakistan’s population, just 7% of women are financially included. With a growing 3G/4G 
subscriber base in the nation, which currently accounts for 53% of the 195 million total cellular subscribers. Furthermore, Mobilink 
Microfinance Bank seeks to support an enabling digital financial ecosystem for the empowerment of women. An underserved but 
significant segment of the country, through such initiatives. This is done through its flagship Women Inspirational Network (WIN) 
program.

“As a digital operator, VEON is committed to offering top-notch connectivity. While creating an ecosystem of digital services to 
cater to the demands of users and enhance their lives. These measures, according to VEON Group CEO Kaan Terzioglu during 
the inauguration, would hasten financial inclusion in Pakistan, and spur economic expansion. This would also significantly 
contribute to the local microfinance sector’s digitalization.

Mobilink Microfinance Bank has teamed with a top AgriTech business, BaKhabar Kissan, to offer agricultural advice services to Pakistani 
farmers. The digital service will offer guidance on how to grow crops that will be lucrative, monitor the weather, manage animals, and 
increase agricultural production.

Around 37.4% of Pakistan’s workforce is employed in agriculture, which accounts for 22.7% of the country’s GDP. 700,000 animals have 
been lost and 3.6 million acres of crops have been damaged by the recent floods in the nation.

According to Ghazanfar Azzam, President & CEO of Mobilink Microfinance Bank, “For over 10 years, Mobilink Microfinance Bank has 
been playing a game-changing role in empowering underprivileged and neglected populations in Pakistan.” “Through these initiatives, 
we are aiming to build a digital infrastructure that will help further economic prosperity. And financial empowerment among women 
entrepreneurs and small and medium-sized farmers in the country. Two segments that have the potential to completely change 
Pakistan’s economic future.”

ABOUT VEON
Over 200 million consumers receive convergent connectivity and digital services from VEON, a digital operator. Through technology-driv-
en services that empower people and spur economic progress. VEON is improving lives in seven nations that together include more than 
8% of the world’s population. Moreover, VEON is based in Amsterdam and is traded on the NASDAQ and Euronext exchanges.

ABOUT MOBILINK MICROFINANCE BANK LTD
The largest digital bank in Pakistan, Mobilink Microfinance Bank Ltd., has more than 40 million registered members, including more than 
16 million active mobile users per month. Furthermore, the bank now has over 100 branches and 200,000 branchless banking agents. It 
uses a hybrid model that combines traditional microfinance with mobile/digital banking technologies. It also offers a USSD (GSM)-based 
digital channel that offers savings, micro enterprise (MSME) loans, small housing loans, remittances, collection (utility bills and loan 
installments), mobile wallets, insurance, G2P, B2B & B2P payments; thus, playing a leading role in the promotion of financial inclusion.

https://cxonews.live/veon-mobilink-microfinance-bank-promotes-programmes-to-drive-economic-prosperity-in-pakistan/ 
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Like Louderback mentioned, creators will pursue profitability.

The algorithm has nothing to do with the largest unsolved mystery in a short-form video. The truth is that 
you can’t get wealthy on TikTok since even the most popular producers only receive a small fraction of their 
cash from the app.

Over the imitative short-form video feeds that rival social media giants like Instagram Reels and Snapchat Spotlight 
have launched in recent years, TikTok continues to hold a significant lead. However, The New York Times is reporting 
that YouTube Shorts is getting ready to introduce an ad revenue-sharing arrangement that may revolutionize 
short-form video and give TikTok a run for its money.

Possibly the first website that allowed creators to support themselves by publishing valuable material online was 
YouTube. Three years after its launch, YouTube launched its Partner Program in 2007, giving creators a 55% share of 
the money made from the ads that appear before or during their videos.

However, TikTok rewards its artists through its $200 million Creator Fund, which was launched in the summer of 
2020. At the time, TikTok stated that it intended to double that pool globally and increase it to $1 billion in the United 
States over the following three years.

That might seem like a lot of money, but over the previous three years, YouTube has paid artists more than $30 
billion in ad income.

It’s more difficult to decide 
how to appropriately divide 
ad money on an algorithmi-
cally generated feed of 
short videos, which is one 
major reason why TikTok 
and other short-form video 
apps haven’t introduced a 
comparable revenue-shar-
ing scheme yet. Who would 
receive the income split if 
you placed advertising 
between two videos? You 
can’t put an ad in the 
middle of a video – try 
viewing a 30-second film with an 8-second ad in the centre. the artist whose video came first or second in the 
sequence? Or, since their work inspired you to keep scrolling, wouldn’t a creative whose video you had previously 
seen in the feed also deserve a cut?

This summer, Jim Louderback, the former CEO of VidCon, told that the industry would find out how to 
monetize this content. “We’re still in such early days on how we commercialize this stuff, but I am an 
optimist, and I think that the industry will figure it out,” he said. They will have to do so because, in the 
absence of it, creators will follow the money.

However, it appears that YouTube has discovered it. At its Made on YouTube event on Tuesday, the firm is apparent-
ly planning to reveal an advertising income-sharing arrangement akin to the Partner Program. If the allegations are 
accurate, makers of YouTube Shorts would receive 45% of advertising income, a larger share than they already 
receive for YouTube videos but a vast improvement over the pitiful Creator Fund payment. Like Louderback 
mentioned, creators will pursue profitability.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates.

https://cxonews.live/youtube-shorts-may-overtake-tiktok-with-a-stronger-creator-contract/ 
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YOUTUBE SHORTS WILL SOON BE EASIER TO FIND
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Since Shorts and Live now have their own tab, YouTube will be removing them from the default Videos tab

Multiple aesthetic changes are happening simultaneously on YouTube. The big player in video sharing earlier this month 
released an Ambient Mode and a darker theme for the app, and now it’s making Shorts a little bit simpler to find.

To distinguish Shorts and Live Content from the platform’s long-form videos, YouTube is establishing a special category for 
them. When you open up someone’s channel, these tabs will show up, making it simpler to access Shorts and Live material. 
These should not be confused with the current Subscriptions and Library tabs, which can be found in different menus.

The fact that YouTube created a Shorts shelf for the TV app demonstrates the importance the corporation places on it. 
However, YouTube has now chosen to create a tab for shorter videos. Because not everyone enjoys content that is optimized 
for mobile devices.

The goal is to maintain providing you with more of the content on the platform that you enjoy. From now on, the app will 
direct you to the creator’s Shorts page after you tap on the user’s name while you’re browsing through a creator’s Shorts in 
your feed.

The Live tab, on the other hand, is designed for streamers and acts as a central location for all previously recorded, 
scheduled, and live streams from that producer.

Since Shorts and Live now have their own tab. YouTube will be removing them from the default Videos tab that is displayed 
on channels. This should make it simpler to access Shorts and Live content, or to avoid it entirely if you’re not a fan, as was 
already indicated.

The update is already starting to roll out globally and begins to show up on some people’s phones. If you don’t have the 
update, it hasn’t yet reached your area.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates.

https://cxonews.live/youtube-shorts-will-soon-be-easier-to-find/ 



UBL and Habib University have entered into an agreement for Level Up, Pakistan’s first design and digital training 
program.

An MoU ceremony to mark the occasion was recently held at UBL’s Head Office, in Karachi. Moreover, Shazad G. 
Dada, President & CEO of, UBL, and Wasif Rizvi, President of Habib University alongside other senior members from 
both organizations attended the event.

“As Pakistan’s most innovative and progressive bank, this program personifies the essence of UBL’s vision, combin-
ing the use of cutting-edge technology to provide digital financial services, with investment in the young tech talent 
of Pakistan.

Successful candidates will work at UBL’s state-of-the-art Digital Lab, providing them with a taste of real industry 
problems and putting theoretical solutions into practice. We are very excited about this program and look forward 
to providing the youth of Pakistan a rich 
diversity of career opportunities at UBL,” 
said UBL President Shazad G. Dada.

“Habib University prides itself on 
providing a contextually grounded 
education through our industry 
linkages. Furthermore, this partner-
ship with UBL helps us deepen our 
engagement with industry, and 
provide practical learning opportuni-
ties to fresh graduates,” added 
President Habib University, Wasif Rizvi.

Moreover, Level Up is an experiential, nine-month training program designed to introduce the youth to digital 
financial services and train them to design and take the lead in providing digital solutions to the market. Above all, 
the program is open to recent graduates from all universities across Pakistan.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates. 

 https://cxonews.live/ubl-habib-university-partner-for-digital-training-programme/ 
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HBL & NIFT EPAY PARTNER TO ACCELERATE DIGITAL
PAYMENTS
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HBL and NIFT ePay have joined hands to accelerate digital payments in Pakistan. Through this partnership, HBL customers will enjoy the 
benefits of making digital payments to more than 400 NIFT ePay partner institutions and merchants using their HBL bank accounts.

Similarly, the customers of other NIFT ePay partner banks will be able to make Digital Payments to HBL merchants thus creating an 
expanded enabling environment.

This initiative will contribute substantially towards the uptake of digital payments in Pakistan and enable people to perform secure 
online purchases using their bank accounts. It will expand the pool of pre-paid customers for merchants, creating a win-win scenario for 
everyone.

As Pakistan’s e-commerce industry grows, HBL continues to partner with Fintechs that offer secure, quick, and convenient digital 
payment solutions.

The strategic partnership between HBL and NIFT ePay will propel Pakistan’s payment ecosystem, meet the growing need for 
convenient and secure online payment options on e-commerce platforms, and add another layer of ease to the online 
shopping experience.

Commenting on the partnership, Kamran Jeffery, Head of Digital Channels and Solutions – at HBL, said, “As a technology company with 
a banking license, we strive to empower our clients through our suite of digital payment solutions.”

“This partnership with NIFT ePay enables clients with yet another option to make payments to merchants directly from their bank 
accounts. We believe this will fuel growth in online purchases, expanding the digital ecosystem of the country,” he added.

Moreover, commenting on the partnership, Haider Wahab, CEO – of NIFT, said, “We are delighted to collaborate with HBL for expanding 
the usage of Digital Financial Services in Pakistan. This collaboration will enable millions of HABIB BANK LIMITED customers to make 
digital payments to a variety of NIFT ePay merchants.”

“Digital connectivity, convenience, and security have always been at the forefront of NIFT ePay’s vision, and by partnering with HBL, we 
can reach to masses and facilitate them in making Digital Payments securely. Congratulations to teams of HBL, TPS, and NIFT in ensuring 
smooth and early integration and enablement of services,” he added.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates. 

https://cxonews.live/hbl-nift-epay-partner-to-accelerate-digital-payments/ 



TWITCH BANS UNLICENSED
GAMBLING STREAMS

TIKTOK USERS CAN NOW
DOWNVOTE COMMENTS

Twitch has announced a ban on unlicensed gambling streams on 
its platform after receiving backlash from its viewership.

The live streaming platform will not stream any sites that fall under 
not “licensed either in the US or other jurisdictions that provide 
sufficient consumer protection”.

The ban has been enforced explicitly on streaming sites includ-
ing Stake.com, Rollbit.com, Duelbits.com, and Roobet.com 
that target slots, roulette, and dice games after observing the 
potential harm they have caused to the community.

As per the tweet, the amazon-owned streaming platform continues 
to focus on sites that cater to sports betting, fantasy sports, and 
poker.

h t t p s : / / t w i t t e r . c o m / T w i t c h / s t a -
tus/1572347129192132611?s=20&t=5wE9ExjTdsF47SqJ09fe9Q 

The action taken after top streamers of Twitch threatened to stop 
using the platform if the policies did not change. Hence, Twitch has 
been reviewing its policies in this regard. If need be, the platform 
will ban other sites too. The new policy will come into effect from 
October 18th.

Twitch is an American video live streaming service that focuses on 
video game live streaming, including broadcasts of esports compe-
titions, in addition to offering music broadcasts, creative content, 
and “in real life” streams. Twitch Interactive, a subsidiary of 
Amazon.com, Inc runs its all operations.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates. 

https://cxonews.live/twitch-bans-unlicensed-gambling-streams/ 

TikTok will now allow users to downvote comments on short 
videos – similar to other video platforms – through a thumbs-down 
icon.

After undergoing testing over the last few months, the short video 
platform announced the latest feature today. 

A thumbs-down button will appear next to the like option on an 
individual’s comment. Users can click that button to dislike and 
change their feedback by tapping the same button again. It is only 
the user who can downvote. However, the number of likes is 
visible to the public.

As per the tweet by TikTok Comms, the purpose of adding the new 
feature is to hear feedback from the community directly. It will 
allow the platform to foster the comments section for better 
interaction.

TikTok, known in China as Douyin, is a short-form video hosting 
service owned by Chinese company ByteDance. It hosts a variety of 
short-form user videos, from genres like pranks, stunts, tricks, 
jokes, dance, and entertainment with durations from 15 seconds 
to ten minutes.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates. 

https://cxonews.live/tiktok-users-can-now-downvote-comments/ 
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Turkey’s competition authority has fined Facebook parent 
Meta Platforms Inc 346.72 million Turkish Lira ($18.63 million) 
for breaking competition law.

The company held a dominant position in personal social network-
ing services and online video advertising and had obstructed 
competitors by merging data collected through its core services 
Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp, the Turkish authority said in 
a statement.

A spokesperson for Meta Platforms said the company disagrees 
with the probe’s findings and will consider all options.

Turkey’s competition authority said Meta must act to reinstate 
competition in these markets and prepare annual reports about 
the steps it will take for the next five years. 

It said the fine was based on the company’s 2021 income and the 
company could object to the decision within 60 days.

In 2021, the competition authority launched an investigation into 
WhatsApp, and then Facebook. It happened after the messaging 
app asked users to agree to let Facebook collect user data such as 
phone numbers and locations. It was a change that rolled out 
globally.

Social media companies have been a focus of attention in 
Turkey, which adopted a law last week that would jail journal-
ists and social media users for up to three years for spreading 
material deemed “disinformation”.

Moreover, analysts have said social media companies are unlikely 
to abide in full by the law, that requires them to remove such 
material and to share user data with authorities.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest 
updates. 

https://cxonews.live/meta-is-fined-18-6m-by-turkish-board/ 

The Central Bank of the United Arab Emirates (CBUAE) said it has 
completed the world’s largest pilot of central bank digital curren-
cies (CBDC) transactions, with other regulators including the 
People’s Bank of China’s Digital Currency Institute.

“The project mBridge demonstrated faster, cost-effective and 
secure cross-border monetary settlements using central bank 
money, identified as a G20 economic priority,” CBUAE said, adding 
it would be positive for regional and international trade, as well as 
participating entities.

The pilot was part of Project mBridge, which experiments with 
cross-border payments using a common platform based on 
distributed ledger technology (DLT) which central banks can use to 
issue and exchange their CBDCs. Central banks around the world 
have been racing to develop CBDCs as they seek to provide an 
alternative to cryptocurrencies, but are grappling with technologi-
cal complexities.

Roughly 100 countries, representing 95% of the world’s GDP, are 
using or looking into CBDCs, according to the Atlantic Council. 
Earlier this month, the financial messaging system SWIFT laid out 
its blueprint for a global central bank digital currency (CBDC) 
network following an 8-month experiment on different technolo-
gies and currencies.

CBUAE’s six-week pilot project was conducted with the Hong Kong 
Monetary Authority, the Bank of Thailand, the Digital Currency 
Institute of the People’s Bank of China, and the Bank for Interna-
tional Settlements.

The pilot saw commercial banks in four jurisdictions use mBridge 
for 160 payment and foreign exchange transactions totaling more 
than 80 million dirhams ($21.78 million).

Khaled Mohamed Balama, CBUAE’s governor, said in the 
statement the project is part of CBUAE’s plan to “support UAE 
competitiveness, diversity and growth of the financial sector in line 
with future economic trends.” He added the central bank would 
continue to set up “the right governance framework for interopera-
ble CBDCs to deliver tangible benefits to UAE companies and 
consumers.”

https://cxonews.live/cbuae-completes-pilot-of-cbdc-transactions/ 

META IS FINED $18.6M BY
TURKISH BOARD

CBUAE COMPLETES PILOT
OF CBDC TRANSACTIONS
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In order to act as an omnichannel 
message inbox, Gerardo Salandra, NUST 
Alumnus ;Hassan Ahmed, and Iaroslav 
Kudritskiy founded Respond.io in 2017.

In Southeast Asia, there are many 
tech messaging applications in use, 
and most customers choose these 
over email when contacting 
businesses.

The largest apps, including WhatsApp, 
Facebook Messenger, Line, Viber, 
Telegram, and WeChat, all have a 
common dashboard on Respond.io. 
The tech business announced that it 
has secured $7 million in Series A 
funding. Which was led by Headline 
and included contributions from 
Sterling Oak Group, AltaIR Capital, 
Smart Partnership Capital, and Calendu-
la Ventures.

More than 10,000 businesses currently 
utilize Respond.io, including Klook, 
Decathlon, Abenson, Yoho, Roche, 
ShareChat, and Bigo.

The dashboard from Respond.io 
combines all the communications a 
company receives so the appropriate person can view them. It processes more than 140 million messages each month. 
Additionally, it has capabilities for selling, marketing, and customer service. It is also capable of automating workflows like 
creating chat menus, drip campaigns, internal pipelines, and calling on external actions. Using a central dashboard allows 
administrators to immediately identify dropped conversations and restart them.

Response.io has increased its income 25 times since its last round of fundraising in January 2020. With the help of its 
most recent capital, it hopes to grow outside of Asia. And into the Middle East, Europe, and Latin America in order 
to continue luring big businesses.

In order to act as an omnichannel message inbox, Gerardo Salandra, NUST Alumnus; Hassan Ahmed, and Iaroslav Kudritskiy 
founded Respond.io in 2017. Respond.io uses consumer feedback to develop its tech platform as part of its product-first 
philosophy. Respond.io helps clients prioritize deployments by allowing them to vote on the features they want to see on a 
public roadmap.

For instance, Respond.io was recently localized in Spanish since a significant portion of its users—about 30%—live in 
Spanish-speaking nations. They requested that the platform be made available in that language.

Its Contact Merge tool is yet another illustration. Customers frequently message across numerous channels, therefore this 
indicates that their chats are spread out throughout other profiles on the network. Even if they start utilizing a different 
channel for messages, the Contact Merge tool employs an algorithm to detect repeat clients.

https://cxonews.live/tech-company-co-founded-by-nust-alumnus-hassan-ahmed-raised-7-million-dollars-in-series-a-funding/ 

TECH COMPANY CO-FOUNDED BY NUST ALUMNUS,
HASSAN AHMED RAISED $7 MILLION DOLLARS

IN SERIES A FUNDING
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Neem is an embedded finance platform that aims to provide underbanked communities

Neem, an embedded financial platform created by fintech entrepreneurs and released in Pakistan, is teaming up with a major technolo-
gy company, BPC, in a strategic technological relationship to build its embedded finance technology stack.

Neem is the first fintech in Pakistan that BPC has enabled. Pakistan has more than 200 million people and 3.3 million MSMEs that are 
underbanked, making it a developing financial market. Embedded finance is widely acknowledged as the financial industry’s future. As a 
concept with the ability to close the financial wellness gap, particularly in developing nations.

Neem chose BPC’s SmartVista platform to power its embedded finance technology infrastructure. In order to provide a smooth user 
experience for Neem’s partnered communities and their underbanked residents. While furthering its aim of delivering financial health 
to underbanked communities.

We have a great technological partner in BPC who has a thorough understanding of both local and worldwide business dynam-
ics. Nadeem Shaikh, Neem’s co-founder, said, “We are creating our infrastructure together, first for Pakistan and subsequently 
for the rising markets.” Neem is an embedded finance platform that aims to provide underbanked communities, including both individ-
uals and businesses, with comprehensive financial wellness. Neem is seamlessly integrating financial services and products into commu-
nities across a variety of industries. These include agriculture, MSMEs, e-commerce, fintech, logistics, healthcare, and others.

“At BPC, we aspire to solve major consumer and corporate concerns by providing a bridge between real life and digital. 
Enabling real-life transactions,” stated Jane Loginova, Chief Strategy Officer at BPC. As a result, I am incredibly honored that 
BPC has been picked by Neem’s founding team as its technology partner to carry out its goal for financial well-being.”

Neem’s unique perspective on financial services, she continued, “will alter the lives of many people across Pakistan. Enabling 
access to payments and banking services for everyone, whenever and wherever they need it.” BPC’s managing director for 
Pakistan, Ahson Saeed, stated: “We are developing our infrastructure here to support fintech and use-cases like Neem’s. We 
are confident that integrating financial services in this way will expand both the general public’s access to financial services 
and their reach among enterprises. We are pleased to collaborate with Neem in this area.”

As Pakistan rapidly transforms into a future-proof economy under the initiative “Pakistan the Digital State”. It will affect all industries from 
agriculture to healthcare and education. As well as commerce to government and financial services, the country presents enormous 
opportunities to leverage the power of payment innovation.

This collaboration is the first stage in developing a special financial technology infrastructure. It will be launched in Pakistan and expand-
ed to larger emerging countries to produce goods and services for underbanked communities.

https://cxonews.live/neems-embedded-finance-platform-is-powered-by-bpc-a-leader-in-global-payments/ 
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Video streaming platform YouTube will be implementing a new design after 17 years, including new features that aim to 
create a “more modern and immersive viewing experience”.

The pinch-to-zoom and dark theme is one of the several features added to the popular media-sharing platform.

The new ambient mode has a subtle effect on the background app color, changing with video content. The themes are 
available on the web and mobile applications. It allows users to have a faint glow of color just below the video as well. Video 
playlists have adapted to the new theme and interface to draw users.

UX director Nate Koechley says

“Color was a key theme for us during the development phase. We wanted to add vibrancy to our apps without 
detracting from viewers’ habits.”

According to him, YouTube links added in descriptions under the video will appear as buttons. While commonly used actions 
including like&share will be formatted to be less distracting for viewers.

“The subscribe button is also getting a touch-up, the new shape and high contrast make it really stand out, and 
while it’s no longer red, it’s easier to find and way more accessible to everyone on both watch pages and channel 
pages.”

Pinch-to-zoom feature may prove to be quite essential for users, ensuring ease while watching videos on iOS and Android 
applications. To catch specific moments, precise seeking feature will let desktop&mobile users drag/swipe up to view row of 
scrollable thumbnails.

Moreover, the new updated features are expected to roll out to users over the next few weeks.

https://cxonews.live/youtube-adds-video-zoom-other-features/ 

YOUTUBE ADDS VIDEO ZOOM, OTHER FEATURES
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Google is starting to roll out a hub this week after first unveiling it back at Google I/O in May. According to Google, 
this hub will give you more control over the advertising you see and the data it uses to target them.

When it launches, users will be able to access My Ad Center hub at myadcenter.google.com or by clicking the three-dot menu 
button on advertisements displayed in Google’s search, Discover, and YouTube services.

In a blog post, Google VP and general manager for advertisements Jerry Dischler stated that you will have an option to alter 
quantity of advertising you see for specific products and topics, blacklist sensitive subjects like alcohol, dating, and weight 
loss, or choose not to have your ads personalized. Dischler uses an illustration of choosing not to see travel advertisements 
if you find yourself seeing a lot of them after booking a trip you’ve already taken.

The settings for determining precisely which data Google uses to target ads in the first place are also available in My Ad 
Center hub. You can change audience category Google believes you belong to (think relationship or education status, for 
example). Additionally, you have a choice to instruct the corporation not to tailor advertisements according to your YouTube 
history or web and app usage, without giving up advantages these options offer when they’re on, according to Gizmodo.

These controls come in a variety of forms. The search engine behemoth offers gives users a chance to choose the 
advertising that is visible to them, for instance by choosing not to receive personalized adverts or customizing 
which characteristics and interests are used for targeting.

However, My Ad Center intends to provide a dedicated central hub with all of these options in one location, making them 
easier to use.

Google claims that this personalization is applicable to all devices on which you have a Google account signed in, as well as 
to other websites and apps that make use of Google’s advertising technologies.

https://cxonews.live/the-new-google-ad-hub-gives-you-more-control-over-the-ads-it-displays/ 
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Doctors, nurses, and other healthcare professionals can apply to have their YouTube channels certified, the video-sharing 
platform said, in a push to limit misinformation on the site.

The change will allow viewers to more easily access videos containing “high-quality health information,” YouTube said.

“This is a big step towards helping people more easily find and connect with content that comes from the extraordinary 
community of healthcare professionals on YouTube,” it added.

In addition to doctors and nurses, mental health professionals and healthcare information providers may also apply for 
YouTube verification that allows their videos to be spotted easily by users.

“This new step will allow us to expand to include high-quality information from a wider group of healthcare 
channels,” the company said.

Some 90 percent of Americans use social media to search for health information, according to the National Academy of 
Medicine.

YouTube faced criticism last year for hosting videos that criticized Covid-19 vaccines or contradicted health guidance from 
the World Health Organization or the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

In response, in September 2021, it banned misleading and inaccurate content about vaccines.

It also launched a limited program that allowed videos by public health departments, hospitals, and governments, among 
other entities, to have labels letting users know they are authoritative.

Moreover, to access the program, healthcare professionals must offer proof of their professional licenses, follow best practic-
es for sharing science-based health information, and have a channel in good standing on YouTube, the company said.

YouTube, headquartered in San Bruno, California, has a reach of some two billion monthly active users.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates. 

https://cxonews.live/youtube-to-certify-health-care-providers-accounts/ 

YOUTUBE TO CERTIFY HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS’
ACCOUNTS
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ABHI joins hands with Daftarkhwan, one of the biggest 
co-working spaces in Pakistan, to provide financial 
wellness, exclusively to its 200+ resident companies with 
over 2500 members.

Daftarkhwan currently houses  2500+ professionals 
across 7 locations in 3 main cities across Lahore, 
Islamabad, and Rawalpindi. They are home to leading 
companies like Uber, Trella, Jugnu, Sadapay, and Tintash 
to name a few. Moreover, Daftarkhwan provides 
founders and professionals with modern office spaces 
in premium locations, equipped with state-of-the-art 
amenities suited to every business need.

Furthermore, with the current sky-high inflation, prices 
have gone up across the board. Moreover, day by day it’s 
getting harder for individuals and businesses to operate 
with limited working capital, late credit payments, or 
salary delays. This is where ABHI steps in to provide 
relief whether it be a salaried employee or a business 
owner. Moreover, ABHI offers a complete solution to 
promote financial wellness to companies within 
Daftarkhwan through their 4 main products – earned 
wage access, payroll financing, payroll processing, and 
invoice factoring.

On this occasion, Omair Ansari, CEO of ABHI 
mentioned, “ABHI is proud to partner with Pakistan’s largest co-working space – Daftarkhwan, to financially empower its 200+ 
member companies. The strategic partnership of Daftarkhwan and ABHI will prove to be a success and eventually unlock 
multiple opportunities to reach the goal of making Pakistan financially empowered.”

Saad Idrees, CEO, and co-founder of Daftarkhwan remarks, “Daftarkhwan has always focused on helping founders grow and scale their 
businesses. We are constantly looking for ways to improve the lives of our members. With many companies and employees across the 
nation feeling the effects of the economic turmoil, we are very excited about this strategic partnership with ABHI that allows our 
members to attain and maintain financial wellness.”

In conclusion, ABHI is looking forward to collaborating with multiple partners to boost access to financial wellness in the country.

 ABOUT ABHI
•     Founded in 2021, ABHI is Pakistan’s first financial wellness platform which empowers businesses and their employees through 
Earned Wage Access (EWA), Payroll Financing, Payroll Processing, and Invoice Factoring

•       Employees can transfer their earned salaries into their bank account/wallet in 30 seconds through EWA.

•       EWA has no running cost for business and does not impact the cash flow.

•       By helping employers to provide the option of EWA and other products for employees, ABHI has helped reduce workloads on HR 
and finance, while facilitating their employees’ cash needs.

•        ABHI has now signed 280+ companies.

ABOUT DAFTARKHWAN
•         Founded in 2016, Daftarkhwan is Pakistan’s premium coworking space, which is home to a community of entrepreneurs, startups, 
and enterprising companies, delivering high-end agile workplaces, suited to the evolving needs of the modern day.
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• Daftarkhwan has launched 7 sites across 3 major cities in Pakistan, housing over 2500 members from 200+ companies in tech, 
e-commerce, and the development sector.

• Fitted with coworking halls and a thriving culture of collaboration with an abundance of private offices, huddle rooms, and 
skype pods, Daftarkhwan offers a flexible workplace for everyone. All clients have access to state-of-the-art conference rooms and 
nationwide meeting rooms, easily bookable through our app.

• Beyond workstations, Daftarkhwan offers members a comprehensive set of services including 24-hour access, wifi, security, 
parking, an in-house cafe, a kids’ playroom, and housekeeping, to name a few.

https://cxonews.live/abhi-daftarkhwan-partner-to-empower-coworking-ecosystem/ 

Adobe Inc released a set of new software tools designed to make it easier to create three-dimensional digital objects for marketing 
campaigns, video games, and the metaverse.

With its graphic design and photo editing tools, Adobe has long dominated the market for two-dimensional content creation, a position 
it sought to protect when it spent $20 billion in cash and stock last month to buy rival upstart Figma in the biggest buyout ever of a private-
ly held software firm.

But in recent years Adobe has also invested in creating three-dimensional content, a field dominated by video-game-centric firms like 
Unity Software Inc. Such content is expected to factor prominently in the Metaverse, the virtual world that Meta Platforms Inc and others 
are counting on for future revenue growth. 

But three-dimensional objects have long been labor-intensive for artists to create, and Adobe on Tuesday released two tools 
designed to make it faster and easier to make the digital objects.

Adobe’s “3D Capture” tool lets users take a series of photos of a real-world object with nearly any camera – including smartphones – and 
then meld the photos together into a three-dimensional digital object. Early use of the software will be for e-commerce, where, for 
example, a shoe seller could let users with augmented reality virtually try on sneakers to see how they look on their feet, said François 
Cottin, senior director of marketing for Substance 3D and metaverse at Adobe.

“It’s only with augmented reality and with 3D that you can do that,” Cottin said.

The second Adobe tool released Tuesday allows artists to switch between editing a three-dimensional object on a desktop computer to 
manipulating it with their hands in a virtual reality headset. The software lets virtual artists get a similar feeling to sculpting clay, which 
remains in use designing cars and other objects, while also having the precision of working on a computer, Cottin said.

“Jumping from one to another is extremely, extremely useful,” Cottin said.

https://cxonews.live/adobe-tools-aim-to-aid-3d-content-for-metaverse/ 

ADOBE TOOLS AIM TO AID 3D CONTENT FOR METAVERSE
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NARSUN Studios, Pakistan’s largest Unreal Engine gaming studio is announcing the first ever METAVERSE in Pakistan.

Metaverse: NARSUN Studios, Pakistan’s largest Unreal Engine gaming studio is announcing the first ever METAVERSE in Pakistan- The 
Cloud City Metaverse (TCCM) and the entire world’s eyes are on it. This marks Pakistan’s first giant step towards Web3 and an opportuni-
ty for bringing in trailblazing business into the country.

Pakistan’s first metaverse TCCM is built on Unreal Engine 5, the most powerful engine that combines high-end graphics, hyper realistic 
environments and great visual design together with audio, lighting, animation and other capabilities to give players an immersive 
experience.

This adds to TCCMs offering, which is a culmination of everything web3 and NFTs, a complete metaverse with built-in economic 
functions, propelling you into a parallel virtual world of digital identity and a blockchain based ecosystem. Cloud City is a world that is 
always active allowing users and players to own their personal virtual land, build structures and rent them out, create guilds, store NFT 
assets, play P2E games and monetize their experience.

While it will be free to play, users can opt to purchase NFTs giving them customization and ownership of their assets. This is the first 
platform in the country where users will have complete autonomy over their content and where user-generated content will be valuable. 
TCCM is set to become a revolutionary technology for not only everyday users, but also for enterprises for example in fintech, education, 
health, construction and loads of other verticals.

For the first time, Pakistan will be competing with big tech names in the world and we’re here to witness it. TCCM is powered by NARSUN 
Studios- a blockchain and game development studio that has been working in the most captivating space out there at the moment: 
Gamification of Blockchain and NFTs.

NARSUN does NFT design, smart contract development and deployment, custom NFT marketplaces, metaverse development, wallet 
development and integration/ideation and deployment of play-to-earn games, NARSUN has been doing it all. Founder and CEO of 
NARSUN Studios & Co-Founder of TCCM Umer Abbas discussed the project with us and said: “My team and I have been working on web3 
projects for a while now but it was time we did something for our country too.

We want to educate our people about the beauty of this space and bring more opportunities to our country. Pakistan has always been 
perceived as tech-illiterate but this will be a sign to the world that we can do it too.” 

https://cxonews.live/pakistan-enters-the-metaverse-countrys-first-mega-web3-project/ 
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VeGrow is committed to minimizing the environmental impact of conventional farming

Draper University Ventures has closed fundraising for VeGrow, a Pakistani startup in automated vertical farming. 
Numerous investors from the AgriTech sector took part in the investment round.

The VeGrow team is made up of the founder Waleed Arshad, a young businessperson with 7 years of experience developing 
and scaling AgriTech initiatives, and chief marketing officer Jasia Farooq, a young marketer with experience in numerous 
sectors, including telecom, fintech, and food retail.

In addition, with this money, Team VEGROW hopes to improve its supply chain, pursue its MVP, and accelerate product 
development.

The company’s creator, Waleed Arshad, responded when asked about the magnitude of the investment, “We can’t 
formally reveal the number right now because we are heads down on development and we want to keep that our 
major focus. It will be revealed in six months.”

According to the UN’s most recent State of Food Security and Nutrition in the World report, global hunger has not recovered 
from the COVID-19 epidemic in 2020, leaving as many as 828 million people hungry in 2021.

Moreover, Waleed was chosen by Draper University earlier this year to participate in the Hero Training Program. Tim Draper, 
a renowned venture capitalist, founded Draper University.

Highlights of DraperU alumni 3,000+ alumni founders launched 650+ businesses, creating 9 unicorns. Over 900 million 
dollars in funding were raised, and more than 7,000 employment were produced.

Furthermore, he had access to Silicon Valley during the five-week program. There he met and learned from a variety of 
speakers and mentors.

VeGrow is committed to minimizing the environmental impact of conventional farming’s CO2 emissions. It is a method for 
growing crops vertically while utilizing only 5% of the water needed for normal farming. In order to create fresher, greener, 
and healthier products for everyone, modern technologies can be used to boost output, prevent disease, and greatly 
improve crop quality.

“Global warming is deteriorating daily. We shall regret it greatly in 2050 if we don’t act now. I feel like it’s now or 
never for us after the recent floods in Pakistan”, said Waleed, the founder of VeGrow.

https://cxonews.live/vegrow-a-pakistani-agritech-startup-secures-funding/ 

VEGROW, A PAKISTANI AGRITECH STARTUP, SECURES
FUNDING
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Coinbase, the largest crypto exchange in the United States, said it has received approval from Singapore’s central bank to 
offer payment services in the city-state.

The in-principle approval, which the central bank started giving out to crypto firms last year, means individuals and 
institutions can use digital payment token services and the firms are regulated by the central bank under its Payment 
Services Act.

Calling it a “significant milestone”, Coinbase said in a statement that it has been building up its presence in Singapore and 
currently had nearly 100 employees in the Southeast Asian state, with product engineers forming the largest bulk of hires.

“We see Singapore as a strategic market and a global hub for Web3 innovation,” said Hassan Ahmed, Coinbase’s regional 
director for Southeast Asia.

About 180 crypto companies applied for a crypto payments license to the Monetary Authority of Singapore in 2020. (Under 
a new regime). Singapore has handed out 17 in-principle approvals and licenses after an elaborate due diligence process 
that is still ongoing.

Besides Coinbase, Crypto.com & DBS Vickers, the brokerage run by Singapore’s largest bank DBS – are among those 
that have received licenses.

Singapore’s welcoming approach has helped the financial hub attract digital asset services-related firms from China, India, 
and elsewhere in the last few years, making it a major center in Asia.

However, there have also been quite a few cases of crypto fall-outs taking place in the city-state. Singapore-based crypto 
hedge fund Three Arrows Capital began liquidation in June. After it was unable to meet hundreds of millions of dollars in 
obligations.

The hedge fund had taken a hit from the collapse of cryptocurrencies Luna and TerraUSD in May. Both coins were developed 
by Terraform Labs, which was incorporated in Singapore. Terraform Lab’s founder Do Kwon is currently wanted by the 
South Korean police.

The chief of the MAS has, however, sought to distance Singapore from these firms. He said in July that companies like Three 
Arrows and Terraform Labs were “so-called Singapore-based” firms. That had “little to do” with the city state’s crypto 
regulations.

Singapore plans to roll out new regulations that will make it more difficult for retail investors to trade cryptocurrencies.

https://cxonews.live/us-crypto-giant-coinbase-gets-singapore-license/ 

US CRYPTO GIANT COINBASE GETS SINGAPORE LICENSE
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NIFT ePay has entered into a strategic alliance with Ideal Autonetics to digitize payments across the educational sector.

The collaboration will facilitate the educational institutions registered with iEMS in receiving their fee payments digitally. The students or 
their parents will be able to conveniently make digital fee payments using their bank accounts, credit or debit card, and wallet accounts.

Aslam Pirzada – CEO, Ideal Autonetics, said,

“Based on our vision to digitally transform academia for achieving academic excellence, we have joined hands with NIFT ePay. This 
collaboration will contribute to revolutionizing the management of academic operations digitally, with trust and confidence.”

”We plan to add more value by providing services that will inspire and excite our customers. We aim to lead our way into a new era of 
digital services by synergizing together,” he added.

Syed Faraz Javed – GM, Digital Financial Services (ePay), said, “We are excited to partner with Ideal Autonetics, one of the 
established service providers in the Education Industry.”

“Integrating NIFT ePay with iEMS will allow us to execute our strategy to deliver frictionless and secure digital payments to the education 
sector all across Pakistan. This partnership will allow both companies to help the education sector in digital transformation,” he added.

The signing ceremony was held at the office of National Institutional Facilitation Technologies (NIFT) and attended by Aslam Pirzada – 
CEO, Ideal Autonetics, Syed Faraz Javed – GM, Digital Financial Services (ePay), NIFT, Sultan Ahmed – Head of Business Development, NIFT 
and their respective teams.

NIFT ePay is a Digital Payment Service Provider, approved and licensed by the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP). It is a brainchild of National 
Institutional Facilitation Technologies (NIFT) which has been operating in Pakistan since 1997 as the leading electronic/automated 
cheque clearing house.

NIFT ePay provides a convenient and secure way of making digital payments to all types of businesses including educational institutions, 
using bank accounts, credit/debit cards, and wallet accounts.

iEMS is an ERP system designed and developed by Ideal Autonetics (Pvt.) Limited for providing seamless management of students and 
their fees to educational institutions. The solution facilitates the management and the administrative users to perform their different 
tasks effortlessly and provides comprehensive MIS reports.

https://cxonews.live/nift-epay-ideal-autonetics-partner-to-digitize-education-sector/ 
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The world’s largest Technology exhibition is happening soon and Digitrends is all set and ready to showcase its 
exceptional innovative capabilities.

Gitex- Gulf Technology Exhibition provides an outstanding platform to exceptional trendsetter companies like 
Digitrends. The exhibition has been taking place for the last 41 years and is now set to arrive in October’22. Mark 
your calendars!

Innovative businesses like DigiTrends come together for the event at the World Trade Center in Dubai, United Arab 
Emirates, to highlight the most recent technological breakthroughs. In this exhibition, individuals from diverse 
backgrounds showcase their skills and abilities. However, the first-ever annual show was launched in the year 1981 
by the name of GITEX, ever since then thousands of new participants increase every year at this event and demon-
strate their area of expertise. This year the event is all set to discuss:

• The trendiest developments and prospects for metaverse technology

• Huawei will analyze the future of industrial digitization and the related opportunities.

• Comprehending the newest developments in healthcare technology, such as incorporated diagnostics, 
augmented reality, virtual reality, etc.

Other than this, 7 shows would be taking place at Gitex Global ‘22 including FinTech Surge!

This year, DigiTrends will demonstrate its exceptional digital skills and a legacy of working with 200+ brands on their 
digital drive. The company is making headways in fintech solutions across the Middle East.  Technological Transfor-
mation has been the foundational expertise of Digitrends, and we are now ushering finance out of traditionalism, 
with our cutting-edge solutions. ‘Digitrends meets fintech’, with that being the theme of DigiTrends GIEX Journey, we 
are ready to make some more breakthroughs in the world of technology.

Samad Saleem, CEO DigiTrends, has over ten years of expertise and believes in creating digital solutions. The compa-
ny has succeeded in providing both core values and cutting-edge solutions to its partners.

Therefore, Gitex Global provides a platform to enthusiastic individuals who are looking to excel in their careers and 
are keen on delivering innovative solutions that would mold and benefit the overall society in a positive way!

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates. 

https://cxonews.live/digitrends-is-all-set-to-appear-at-gitex-global/ 
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DIGITRENDS IS ALL SET TO APPEAR AT
GITEX GLOBAL!
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The accelerator provides ten weeks of virtual programming with technical support and mentoring

In Pakistan, Asia-Pacific, and North America, le is launching Google for Startups Accelerator: Circular Economy for startups and 
non-profit organizations.

The initiative will choose groups that employ technology to address issues related to fashion, food, safe and circular materials, the built 
environment, reuse, refill, recycling, and composting.

A good place to start innovating and developing circular economy solutions is in Asia-Pacific. It is the area of the planet most susceptible 
to the effects of climate change. 90% of all river-borne plastic in the ocean comes from just ten rivers, eight of which are in APAC. Asia is 
anticipated to represent 40% of world consumption by 2040.

More than the planet can naturally replenish, humanity consumes. The estimated worldwide demand for resources in 2022 will be 1.75 
times greater than what the earth’s ecosystems can renew in a single year. The majority of the resources we extract and utilize eventually 
decompose into the garbage. Adding to the annual production of more than 2 billion tonnes of solid waste.

In order to rebuild our relationship with physical resources and address circularity issues. The program aims to support businesses that 
will contribute to the development of a circular economy. An Economy that is safer, more sustainable, and more equal for everyone.

The accelerator provides ten weeks of virtual programming with technical support. As well as mentoring from Google employees and 
outside experts through a combination of 1-to-1 and 1-to-many learning sessions.

Participants will also receive additional support tailored to their organization from a dedicated Success Manager who will be assigned to 
them.

The program will start in February 2023, and applications will be accepted from October 4 through November 14, 2022.

https://cxonews.live/google-for-startups-accelerator-inaugurates-in-pakistan/ 
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Facebook parent Meta Platforms Inc said it has launched a new set of free software tools for artificial intelligence applications that could 
make it easier for developers to switch back and forth between different underlying chips.

Meta’s new open-source AI platform is based on an open-source machine learning framework called PyTorch, and can help code run up 
to 12 times faster on Nvidia Corp’s flagship A100 chip or up to four times faster on Advanced Micro Devices Inc’s MI250 chip, it said.

But just as important as the speed boost is the flexibility the software can provide, Meta said in a blog post.

The software has become a key battleground for chipmakers seeking to build up an ecosystem of developers to use their chips. Nvidia’s 
CUDA platform has been the most popular so far for artificial intelligence work.

However, once developers tailor their code for Nvidia chips, it is difficult to run it on graphics processing units, or GPUs, from Nvidia 
competitors like AMD. The software can easily swap between chips without lock-in.

“The unified GPU back-end support gives deep learning developers more hardware vendor choices with minimal migration 
costs,” Meta said in its blog post.

Nvidia and AMD did not immediately return requests for comment.

Meta’s software is made for AI work called inference, which is when machine learning algorithms that previously have been trained on 
huge amounts of data are called on to make quick judgments, such as deciding whether a photograph is of a cat or a dog.

“This is a software effort that is multi-platform. And it’s a testament to the importance of software, particularly for deploying neural 
networks in machine learning for inference,” said David Kanter, a founder of MLCommons, an independent group that measures AI 
speed.

Kanter added that this new Meta AI platform would be “good for customer choice.”

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates. 

https://cxonews.live/meta-launches-ai-software-tools/ 
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We're here to watch Pakistan compete 
for the first time against major global 
tech players.

The world is watching as NARSUN 
Studios, the largest Unreal Engine 
gaming studio in Pakistan, announces 
the launch of The Cloud City 
Metaverse (TCCM), the country’s 
first-ever METAVERSE. This represents 
Pakistan’s first significant step toward 
Web3 and a chance to attract 
ground-breaking business.

Unreal Engine 5, the most powerful 
engine, is used to create Pakistan’s 
first metaverse TCCM. It blends 
cutting-edge visuals, hyperrealistic 
environments, and excellent visual 
design with audio, lighting, animation, 
and other features to provide players 
with an immersive experience. This 
expands on TCCM’s offering, which is a 
synthesis of all things web3 and NFTs, 
a full metaverse with integrated 
economic functions, launching you 
into a parallel virtual world of digital 
identities and a blockchain-based 
ecosystem.

Additionally , users and players can own their own virtual land in Cloud City, erect structures and rent them out, form guilds, store NFT 
assets, play P2E games, and earn money for their time there. Although it will be free to play, users can choose to buy NFTs to customize 
and control their assets.

This is the first platform in the nation where user-generated material will be of the highest value and where users will have total control 
over their content. Simultaneously, TCCM is poised to become a ground-breaking technology for a wide range of industries, including 
fintech, education, health, construction, and many more.

We’re here to watch Pakistan compete for the first time against major global tech players.

The blockchain and game development company NARSUN Studios, which has been working in the most exciting area currently, the 
gamification of blockchain and NFTs, powers TCCM. Furthermore, NARSUN has experience with play-to-win game integration, smart 
contract development and deployment, custom NFT marketplace development, metaverse development, wallet development, and NFT 
design. 

Umer Abbas, the co-founder of TCCM and founder of NARSUN Studios, spoke with us about the project and said: “I’ve been working with 
my team on web3 projects for a long, but it was time we also did something for our nation. We wish to increase possibilities for our 
nation and teach our people about the beauty of this planet. The world will see this as proof that Pakistan is not technologically illiterate 
despite the country’s longstanding reputation as such”.

The project has received invitations to a number of renowned events throughout the world, including the invite-only Dubai 
Metaverse Assembly, where TCCM shared the stage with The Sandbox and Decentraland, two of the biggest organization’s 
most prestigious metaverse initiatives in the world. Moreover, At TCCM’s booth at the Future Blockchain Summit at Gitex in 
Dubai, the Co-Founders of Sandbox also liked playing about in the metaverse.
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TCCM CHARACTERISTICS
Engage in a digital reality that has never been possible before. In the midst of the global economic crisis, TCCM offers a cutting-edge 
digital environment where you can live in whatever you choose. In addition, with TCCM creation tools, you can create and own anything 
in this world. Visit the entertainment center at TCCM to attend or host live performances, podcasts, concerts, and other events.

Set up shop in one of TCCM’s business districts to give your company unprecedented exposure. Furthermore, you can realize any dream 
you have.

The co-CEO of TCCM, Mustafa Jamal Iftakhar (mJ), highlighted the impact that TCCM will have and stated:

“For a nation like Pakistan, the web3 space brings up a wealth of potential. By empowering our people, we are certain that we can use 
our Metaverse to advance the country”.

https://cxonews.live/metaverse-in-pakistan-the-cloud-city-metaverse/ 

PTCL has signed an agreement with evision to launch its own video streaming platform in Pakistan.

Pakistani telecom company, PTCL has signed an agreement with evision – the media and entertainment wing of global telecom services 
provider, e& – to launch its own video streaming platform in Pakistan. The new Digital Video Over-The-Top (OTT) platform will host the 
richest collection of Hollywood and Pakistani entertainment content besides a rich assortment of national and international news and 
sports channels, thereby catering to the diverse news and entertainment needs of everyone in the family.

Group Chief Commercial Officer, PTCL & Ufone, Adnan Anjum, and Chief Executive Officer, evision, Olivier Bramly, inked the agreement 
during GITEX Global 2022 in Dubai, where senior executives including President and Group CEO, PTCL & Ufone, Hatem Bamatraf, and 
Chief Executive Officer, e& life, Khalifa Al Shamsi, were also present. evision is the media and entertainment wing of global telecom giant, 
e& and the leading provider of media and entertainment content in the MENA region.

The evision-led consortium has the majority shares in the leading video streaming platform in MENA, StarzPlay, which will technically 
help PTCL with deploying the new Digital Video OTT Platform to host movies and seasons from leading Hollywood studios in addition to 
Pakistani films and dramas to cater to a wide range of viewership in the country.

The new Digital Video OTT platform will also offer access to over one hundred news and sports channels and a lot of educational and fun 

PTCL SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH EVISION TO LAUNCH ITS
VIDEO STREAMING PLATFORM IN PAKISTAN
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fun content for children.

Sharing his thoughts regarding the agreement, President and Group CEO, PTCL & Ufone, Hatem Bamatraf, said, “I am grateful to evision 
for their support in this initiative that furthers our efforts to diversify our services and positively impact more aspects of our customer’s 
lives.”

“Technology is the most effective enabler of our age, and we continuously strive to harness its potential for our customers’ benefit. We 
find news and entertainment a huge part of our people’s lives and it offers us a good opportunity to reinvent television and online 
streaming experience to bring them more control and choice in their viewing,” he added.

In his comments, Chief Executive Officer, e& life, Khalifa Al Shamsi, said, “evision is the leading media and entertainment content aggrega-
tor in the MENA region. We are glad to work with PTCL to extend our services to the people of Pakistan to help them enjoy high-quality 
content with greater ease and access.”

https://cxonews.live/ptcl-signs-agreement-with-evision-to-launch-its-video-streaming-platform-in-pakistan/ 
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Idara-e-Taleem-o-Aagahi will be a crucial partner in the initiative's goal implementation.

In partnership with Idara-e-Taleem-o-Aagahi (ITA) and the Gilgit-Baltistan Department of Education, Meta is bringing its digital literacy 
program, “WeThinkDigital,” to Gilgit-Baltistan.

The program seeks to give residents of one of the most marginalized areas of the nation the knowledge and abilities they need to behave 
responsibly online. Meta anticipates training more than 30,000 students—including more than 10,000 women—and bringing the 
WeThinkDigital curriculum to the Gilgit-Baltistan subregion of Pakistan. This will enable them to think critically and share wisely online.

“Really appreciate Meta for assisting the people of Gilgit-Baltistan with a big program of this caliber and magnitude,” stated 
Lt.Col. (R) Abaidullah Baig, Senior Minister Industries, Labour, and Commerce, Gilgit-Baltistan.

One of Meta’s many strategies for creating a secure and informed society in Pakistan is the WeThinkDigital program, which was 
launched there in 2021. The program has reached 130,000 students and 3,094 teachers in 28 districts across the nation, offering them 
a selection of easily accessible learning modules that encourage critical thinking and thoughtful online sharing while also equipping them 
with the knowledge and skills necessary to stay informed and safe online.

Raja Azam Khan, the minister of education for Gilgit-Baltistan, commented on the development by stating that “during the last 
few years, our region has witnessed swift and considerable advancement across multiple digital fronts.” He continued, “It is a joy 
to have significant partners like Meta supporting in our efforts to create sustainable change throughout Gilgit-Baltistan as we continue 
to explore greater horizons for learning and growth of our community.

The program’s extension into Gilgit-Baltistan focuses on raising awareness of cyberbullying, possible online abuse, safe internet 
behaviors, protecting individual interests, and guiding vulnerable groups including women and children in navigating the digital world.

“We care passionately about the safety of our community – and offering resources that can help individuals have meaningful 
relationships online is an important part of the work we do to help keep our community safe,” said Yasas Vishuddhi Abeywick-
rama, Policy Programs Manager, South Asia, during the launch event. We appreciate working with the Gilgit-Baltistan Department 
of Education and anticipate that this program will equip Gilgit-Baltistanis with the knowledge and abilities needed to be responsible 
online citizens.

Furthermore, Idara-e-Taleem-o-Aagahi will be a crucial partner in the initiative’s goal implementation.

https://cxonews.live/meta-brings-wethinkdigital-to-gilgit-baltistan/ 



APPLE POSTS RECORD
QUARTERLY REVENUE &
PROFIT INCREASES

5G LAUNCH TO CREATE WIN
-WIN SITUATION FOR ALL
STAKEHOLDERS

With net sales of $38.8 billion, the US was once again Apple's largest 
market.
One of the few IT corporations, Apple, declared overall positive 
performance in its Q4 FY2022 financials. The Cupertino behemoth 
ended its most recent fiscal year with record revenue while also 
posting a significant profit.

Apple’s quarterly revenue for the quarter that ended on Septem-
ber 24 reached an all-time high of $90.1 billion, a rise of 8% over the 
previous year. Additionally, annual revenues increased by 8% to 
$394.3 billion, while net income rose to $20.72 billion. When 
compared to the previous year, the earnings per share figure 
increased by 4% to $1.29.

Thanks to the recent release of the iPhone 14, Apple’s revenue 
increased by 9.6% to reach $42.63 billion. It demonstrates that it is 
unaffected by the decline in smartphone shipments. The 
business’s Services division brought in $19.18 billion in revenue, 
while Mac sales brought in $11.5 billion. $9.65 billion was generat-
ed by the Wearables, Home, and Accessories division.

With net sales of $38.8 billion, the US was once again Apple’s largest 
market, followed by $22.75 billion from Europe and $15.47 billion 
from China. Tim Cook, the CEO of Apple, anticipates a busy holiday 
season for the company in the future. Despite the continued 
economic crisis and rising inflation rates. He anticipates excellent 
returns from its next device lineup as well.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates.

https://cxonews.live/apple-posts-record-quarterly-revenue-pro-
fit-increases/

The 5G launch strategy will be as per the current socio-economic 
dynamics and ecosystem to create a win-win situation for the 
industry.
The strategy for the 5G launch will be as per the current socio-eco-
nomic dynamics and ecosystem to create a win-win situation for 
the industry, citizens and the government, federal minister.

The minister made these remarks during a virtual meeting with 
Julian Gorman, Head of Asia Pacific (APAC), GSMA to discuss the 
financial health and sustainability of the telecom industry in 
Pakistan.

The minister discussed the readiness of the government for the 
commercial launch of 5G in Pakistan with tangible steps taken by 
the ministry after broad consultation including the World Bank, 
telecom industry, and international stakeholders.

The minister assured all possible support and measures to 
facilitate the telecom industry, 5G strategy, and readiness for the 
upcoming spectrum auction. He also highlighted that ample 
progress has been made in finalization of telecom infrastructure 
and spectrum sharing framework.

Member Telecom Omar Malik briefed regarding steps for 5G 
readiness, ecosystem scale-up, and smart device manufacturing 
progress. Long-distance international regime for fiberization, 
Internet of Things (IoT) licensing, and emerging Wi-Fi 6E framework 
were also deliberated.

Universal Service Fund (USF) CEO Haaris Mahmood highlighted the 
fiber optic projects led by USF under MoITT which was well 
commended by GSMA. 

https://cxonews. l ive/5g- launch-to-create-win-win-s i tua-
tion-for-all-stakeholders/
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MMBL is one of a select few microfinance banks using both traditional and digital ways

In order to increase company agility and digital readiness, Mobilink Microfinance Bank Limited (MMBL) has entered 
into a strategic relationship with a renowned worldwide banking solution supplier, TPS.

Through this agreement, MMBL is committed to modernizing its digital payments infrastructure and stepping up its 
efforts to expand financial inclusion among the underbanked and unbanked.

The VEON company, a worldwide digital operator that offers integrated connectivity and online services across 
seven countries, includes Mobilink Microfinance Bank.

Senior management from both businesses was present as the President and CEO of MMBL, Ghazanfar Azzam, and 
Group CEO of TPS, Shahzad Shahid, signed the collaboration agreement at MMBL Headquarters in Islamabad.

Through the provision of a variety of digital banking solutions, the cooperation will advance MMBL’s goal of enhanc-
ing its digital infrastructure in order to satisfy the changing banking and financial needs of both its individual and 
enterprise customers.

Real-time fund transfers, quick and secure login, contactless payments, bulk payments, service requests, 
ATM/branch locator, and other features are among these options.

According to the deal, TPS will give MMBL access to a cutting-edge digital banking suite that will allow numerous 
channels to integrate into a single platform.

In order to offer a unified and smooth client experience, the suite will function as an open Application Programming 
Interface (API) gateway, hosting numerous banking and payment platforms and acting as a high-speed channel and 
transaction processing engine.

President and CEO of MMBL, Ghazanfar Azzam, spoke at the event and said, “Digital technology is evolving to create 
greater ease and convenience for its consumers. Given the importance of technology to development and success, 
MMBL is eager to keep up with this rapid shift in order to provide our clients with an excellent user experience.”

In addition to accelerating our efforts to promote financial inclusion in the nation, he continued, “our partnership 
with TPS is an extension of the same commitment where we are looking to integrate the best solutions available in 
the market into our system to further improve our customers’ banking experiences with us.”

MMBL is one of a select few microfinance banks using both traditional and digital ways for faster and more sustain-
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MMBL TEAMS UP WITH TPS TO INCREASE BUSINESS
AGILITY AND DIGITAL READINESS
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growth, according to the Group CEO of TPS Shahzad Shahid.

The IRIS Digital Banking Platform project will undoubtedly hasten the bank’s development toward more agility and digital responsive-
ness, he continued. “We feel honored to be the technological partners of the Bank in many of its successful digital payment programs,” 
he said.

One of the nation’s foremost advocates of financial inclusion and digital banking is MMBL. One of the bank’s top strategic focuses, 
banking the unbanked, especially women, has resulted in a number of women-owned and -led companies around the country.

The Bank commits to changing the digital banking ecosystem by fostering an inclusive atmosphere that provides all of its customers with 
quick, secure, and safe services.

https://cxonews.live/mmbl-teams-up-with-tps-to-increase-business-agility-and-digital-readiness/ 

NETSOL has a wealth of experience in the cloud services industry as a top IT powerhouse.

As a leading provider of business services and enterprise application 
solutions, NETSOL Technologies, Inc. (Nasdaq: NTWK) has collaborated 
with Amazon Web Services (AWS) to offer cloud computing services and 
to deliver creative transformation using cloud-based solutions at scale.

While the development, implementation, and maintenance of financial 
applications and digital transformation solutions for the global finance 
and leasing industry form the foundation of NETSOL’s business model. In 
addition,  the company has been expanding its footprint in the cloud 
services space, and its Tier Partnership with AWS has begun.

The most well-known, complete, and widely used cloud platform is 
Amazon Web Services, according to Mark Timm, senior vice president of 
global cloud strategy at NETSOL Technologies Inc. “I am thrilled to announce our cooperation with them, which will combine our decades 
of experience in transformation, modernization, migration, and analytics with their highly qualified staff. While these services will be 
provided globally, our initial focus will be on the North American market.

Najeeb Ghauri, founder, and CEO of NETSOL Technologies Inc., noted that the company and AWS serve a variety of industries, including 
financial services, education, healthcare, media, and manufacturing. “To help these industries overcome obstacles in the current 
business environment, we will provide them with cutting-edge and affordable approaches through the cloud. Furthermore, this will be 
accomplished through a variety of significant products and services, including but not limited to application and data modernization, 
usage of the cloud, and data analytics.”

“Some of the greatest names in the world have benefited from AWS. These include, among many others, Volkswagen, Siemens, HSBC, 
Coca-Cola, and Capgemini. Moreover, we will offer adaptable and scalable solutions to customers in a variety of sectors in a highly agile 
and secure environment by leveraging the power of Amazon. We will continue to make use of key technologies like blockchain, IoT, 
artificial intelligence, and machine learning.”

Bluechip organizations and Fortune 500 firms use NFS Ascent, the leading next-generation platform from NETSOL for the global asset 
finance and leasing market. The remarkable solution is also available on the cloud, where it can quickly deploy, priced on a subscription 
basis, and scaled as needed. This enables smaller finance and leasing organizations and start-ups to utilize Ascent right away without 
having to pay any upfront license fees. And offers them an economical alternative to the traditional license model (On-prem).

While cloud migration may appear to be a challenging procedure if not carried out properly for any business, NETSOL has a wealth of 
experience in the cloud services industry as a top IT powerhouse.

The business has managed a number of flawless cloud migrations for its clients across the globe. Putting strict controls in place to ensure 
that there is no compromise on data security and privacy. Unparalleled expertise in cloud services is what NETSOL delivers, and its 
collaboration with AWS will substantially benefit from this.

https://cxonews.live/netsol-partners-with-amazon-web-services-to-strengthen-cloud-services/

NETSOL PARTNERS WITH AMAZON WEB
SERVICES TO STRENGTHEN CLOUD SERVICES
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Allied Bank Limited in collaboration with National Incubation Center organized Fintech Hackathon 2022 Finale in Lahore.

The NIC and ABL aimed to find practical innovative solutions, prototypes, and disruptive ideas that can transform Fin-tech, not just in 
Pakistan, but across the globe through this hackathon.

The following thematic areas became part of hack solutions in the Fin-Tech space for the hackathon:

1. Innovation in Fintech Banking

2. Financial Inclusion and Literacy

3. SME & Startup Banking

Moreover, a nationwide call for applications was made, which resulted in over 1100 applications from coders, UI/ UX experts, and 
finance problem-solvers, that covered 53 cities and 26 universities across Pakistan. The final Twelve short-listed teams went through a 
three-day training Bootcamp which consisted of 8 hours of mentorship, and 7 hours of training followed by 12 hacking hours to help the 
teams get better equipped for their innovation Challenge. A total of six teams were selected for the ABLX NIC Fintech Hackathon Finale, 
based on their final pitches post the Bootcamp.

The event started with the recitation of the holy Quran, followed by a welcome note from Parvez Abbasi, Project Director, NIC. 
Where he welcomed all the participants, guests, and judges. The judges include Fatima Mazhar, Advisory board member, 
COLABS- Mujahid Ali, Chief Information Technology Group, Allied Bank Limited, and Sohail Aziz, Chief Digital Officer, Allied 
Bank Limited.

“In 2016 we proposed to the government of Pakistan a program where youth can create sustainable technology-based solutions, and 
subsequently create employment opportunities. I am happy to share that, this program has not only shown exponential success and 
growth but also led the change and innovation in Pakistan to real-time problems existing in large-scale organizations in Pakistan.

As a result of our commitment to bring innovation, the NIC health Hackathon revolutionized the detection and prevention of COVID-19 
during the Pandemic, while our environmental duties motivated us to build Pakistan’s first-ever Plastic Road. Keeping in view the 
potential that the fintech industry holds, NIC joined hands with ABL, to enable innovation in this domain as well”

Parvez Abbasi, Project Director, NIC

The NIC team explained the house rules for participants and the distinguished judges, after which the Pitching competition officially 
started.

Faysal Fateh from Team Finantler was the first one to pitch along with his teammates Dr. Seemab Latif and Ahmed Rihan. Finantler, crafts 
hyper-personalization digital banking products to advance the financial inclusion of female, Gen Z, and Millennial entrepreneurs.
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Agha Mujtaba from Team Codek was second to pitch, with his teammates Muhammad Shahzaib and Muhammad Saad. Codek, is a 
digital log for recurring monthly expenses in just a few steps.

Syed Asif from Team OxiPay was the third to pitch, with his teammate Muhammad Shafqat Khan. OxiPay simplifies payments by using 
QR Codes.

Moreover, the first three pitches followed by a panel discussion around “Allied Bank’s digital journey in collaboration with partners and 
the startup ecosystem”. The Panelists included Sohail Aziz, Chief Digital Officer, Allied Bank- Asif Akram, COO Systems Limited- Ahson 
Saeed, Managing Director, BPC Technologies and Noman Bashir, CEO, OZoned, where the finalists along with the guests and judges 
discussed the role of ABL has played for the Fintech promotion and awareness in Pakistan.

Furthermore, after an informative Panel discussion, Batool Amir and Muhammad Mansoor Amir of Team Oval were the fourth ones to 
pitch. Oval, leverages metaverse to accelerate financial inclusion and literacy.

Syed Araib Muneem and Junaid Arif from OG Pay were the fifth ones to pitch. OG Pay aims to revolutionize the secure and 
cost-efficient ways to transfer wallet-to-wallet payments in the blink of an eye by using blockchain technology.

Labiqa Noor, Munib ur Rehman and Syed  Zain Ali from Fortify were the last ones to pitch. Fortify, is a B2B saas based ERP solution for 
real estate builders.

Moreover, the pitching session concluded with a closing note by Mr. Azid Gill, CEO, of Allied Bank. Followed by a token of appreciation 
from Mr. Mujahid Ali, Chief Information Technology Group Allied Bank.

“This event is a true testament to Allied Bank’s commitment of support to the development of the Fintech and Startup eco-system in 
Pakistan. Allied bank and NIC hosted exemplary teams who presented revolutionary ideas pertaining to the field of digital banking whilst 
addressing the problem statements given to them.

The ideas aimed to solve issues like customer experience, financial inclusion, and credit access through innovation in banking. Allied 
Bank has always been a strong proponent of the State Bank of Pakistan’s objectives and this event serves as a prime example as to how 
Allied Bank is significantly contributing to achieving those.”

Mr. Azid Gill, CEO, Allied Bank Limited.

Team OVAL became the winner. While FORTIFY was the second runner-up and FINANTLER was the third runner-up. The event conclud-
ed with prize distribution followed by a networking lunch.

In conclusion, In Pakistan, digital financial potential is about $ 36 billion by 2025, boosting GDP by 7%, and creating 4 million new jobs. 
Moreover, it will bring in $ 263 billion in new deposits. This will create a need for young innovators to bring in solutions that will revolution-
ize space. And it will lead to the mass adoption of digital financial services. Furthermore, ABL and NIC believe that hackathons are a great 
way to mobilize the community to find solutions to existing micro and macroeconomic problems prevalent in the country.

https://cxonews.live/abl-nic-organize-fintech-hackathon-2022/ 



The conference provided insight into the future of Pakistan's health tech sector

Health Asia, held at the Expo Center Karachi, was organized by the Saman-e-Shifa Foundation and Easy 
Health Tech. The goal of this conference, with MEDZnMORE serving as the diamond sponsor, was to unite 
leading figures in the health-tech sector.

Numerous influential people attended the conference, including Asad Khan (CEO & Co-Founder of MEDZnMORE), 
Saad Khawar (Co-Founder of MEDZnMORE), Furquan Kidwai (CEO of Dawaai.pk), Farhan Essa Abdullah (CEO of Dr 
Essa Laboratory and Diagnostic Center), Dr. Shahid Noor (Chairman of Saman-e-Shifa Foundation), Dr. Rafiq

Furthermore, the conference provided insight into the future of Pakistan’s health tech sector. And the significance of 
providing the country’s citizens with inexpensive and accessible healthcare. Through a variety of keynote addresses, 
panel discussions, and conversations.

In this light, Asad Khan, CEO of MEDZnMORE, spoke as the keynote speaker to the audience on delivering services 
to neglected communities and providing healthcare on a worldwide scale.

The importance of healthcare services in emerging markets was another topic covered at the conference. 
In this context co-founder of MEDZnMORE, spoke about the obstacles and difficulties that the nation’s 
consumers and business community confront.

Leading health-tech business MEDZnMORE was established with the goal of revolutionizing healthcare in Pakistan 
by facilitating simple access to high-quality care.

The internet store, which was established in 2020, has helped clients from all around Pakistan. Furthermore, to 
efficiently meet operational objectives, they have substantially invested in establishing temperature-controlled 
warehouses across Pakistan.

Additionally, the greatest health-tech funding in Pakistan is currently being provided by MEDZnMORE. Which earlier 
raised $11.5 million in its pre-series A round.

In addition to collaborating with the top conferences. The startup is working on a number of projects to give its 
audience easier access to healthcare items.

Visit CxO Global FORUM or CxO News Live for all the latest updates. 

https://cxonews.live/medznmore-powered-digital-healthcare-conference-2022-hosts-health-tech-powerhouses/ 
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